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Abstract

Nanoparticle-protein conjugates have a variety of applications in imaging, sensing,
assembly and control. The nanoparticle-protein interface is made of numerous com
plex interactions between protein side-chains and the nanoparticle surface, which are
likely to affect protein structure and compromise activity. Ribonuclease S and cy
tochrome c are covalently linked to nanoparticles via attachment to a specific surface
cysteine, with the goal of optimizing protein structure and activity, and understand
ing conditions that minimize non-specific adsorption. Protein behavior is explored as
a function of the nanoparticle surface chemistry and material, the density of proteins
on the nanoparticle surface, and the position of the labeled site.

Ribonuclease S is attached to Au nanoparticles by utilizing its two-piece structure.
Enzymatic activity is determined using RNA substrate with a FRET pair. Conjuga
tion lowers the ribonucleatic activity, which is rationalized by the presence of negative
charges and sterk hindrance which impede RNA in reaching the active site.

Cytochrome c is linked to Au and CoFe204 nanoparticles. The protein is dena
tured when the nanoparticle ligands are charged, but remains folded when neutral.
The presence of salt in the buffer improves folding. This indicates that electrostatic
interactions of charged amino acids with the charged ligands are prone to lead to
protein denaturation. The attachment site can be controlled by mutations of surface
residues to cysteines. Protein unfolding is more severe for nanoparticle attached in
the vicinity of charged amino acids. Molecular dynamics simulations of the conjugate
reveal that electrostatic interactions with· the nanoparticle ligand lead to local un
folding of a-helices of cyt c. Furthermore, the nanoparticle induces more structural
disturbance when it is attached on the N- and C-terminal a-helices foldon, which is
the most stable motif of cyt c and the most essential for folding.

Thesis Supervisor: Kimberly Hamad-Schifferli
Title: Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and of Biological Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nanoparticles (NPs) have gained interest in the last decades due to their unique

properties compared to bulk material. When the size of materials is reduced to

the nanoscale, changes in optical, magnetic, electrical and chemical properties are

observed and the ratio of surface atoms increases significantly [1]. Novel possibilities

of applications using NPs are now developed and envisioned across many fields such

as medecine, material science and the energy. In particular, the attachment of NPs to

proteins has found applications in imaging [2, 3, 4, 5], in catalysis [6], in sensing [7, 8],

in delivery [9], in the design of new tools for assembly [10, 11, 12], in the control of

protein activity with an external field [13, 14], and in understanding local structure

in protein folding [15].

In spite of this, the details of the interface between NPs and proteins remain to be

fully characterize~._ As of today, most research effort has focused on finding new and

original applications for NP-protein assemblies, but is lacking rigorous treatment of

the complexes themselves. Generally, little or no verification is performed to identify

the site of attachment of the NP on the protein, non-specific interactions are often

ignored and the protein is frequently assumed to be fully active and well folded

when immobilized on nanostructures. These assumptions are often invalid, as this

thesis intends to demonstrate. Proteins can form numerous chemical interactions with

NPs, which are likely to affect the protein structure and compromise its activity. In

order to create bio-inorganic hybrid devices that properly function biologically, the
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interface must be optimized in such manner to preserve the biological function of the

biomolecule.

For number of applications, it is advantageous to have an attachment that is both

covalent and site specific. A covalent bonding of the NP to the protein increases

the linkage stability over a wider range of physical characteristic of the milieu like

the ionic strength and pH. The ability to choose the site of attachment on a specific

residue allows control over the protein orientation on the surface, which is required

for a large fraction of NP-protein applications. For example, the protein active site

may need to be blocked by the NP to inactivate the enzyme, while other applications

may demand to maintain the active site free to interact with other molecules. Control

over the attachment site is also desirable in order to minimize the interference of the

NP with the protein structure and function. Site-specific labeling of large and even

very complex proteins with small dyes or spin labels has been utilized for some time

now, and has led to many advances in dynamics of biological processes, in structural

studies and in imaging [16]. Site directed mutagenesis allows placement of the dye

on specific amino acids on the protein. Labeled proteins have been crystallized and

the effect on the structure has been studied [17, 18]. It is desirable to gain the same

versatility with NPs as for small dyes. Although tremendous progress has been made,

analogous capabilities for NP labeling are challenging. NPs are considerably larger

than dyes, and possess a lot of surface area which increase non-specific interactions

of amino acid side chains of the protein with the NP ligand or surface. As a result,

the ability to control the site of NP attachment has been achieved on a limited set of

proteins.

For those reasons, it is extremely significant to do an extensive structural study

of proteins that are covalently attached to NPs at specific sites. This thesis consists

of the first structural characterization of such complexes. The strategy employed for

the NP labeling consists of linking the NP to a single cysteine on the surface of the

protein, which forms a strong covalent Au-thiol bond with the NP core or a thiol-thiol

bond with a thiolated NP ligand.

The main objectives of this thesis is to control the attachment site of proteins to
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Figure 1-1: Parameters that affect the protein structure and activity.

NPs, and to characterize the protein structure and activity as a function of conjugates

properties. Parameters that affect the protein include the NP material, the NP

surface chemistry, the NP size, the protein coverage on the NP, the nature of the

NP attachment and the attachment site on the protein (Figure 1-1). Experimental

studies as well as molecular dynamics simulations are performed to explain the protein

behavior on the NPs surfaces and, more generally, to buil,d a set of rules for the design

of more efficient conjugation.

The first part of this thesis (Chapter 2) consistsi'of an overview of strategies

commonly used to synthesize and characterize NP-protein conjugates. The differ

ent existing labeling methods are described, and their advantages and limitations

are identified. Then, Chapter 3 describes the site-specific labeling of the protein ri

bonuclease S with 3nm Au NPs. The NP attachment is facilitated by the two-piece

structure of this protein. The ribonucleatic activity of the conjugate is also mea

sured. The following chapters (Chapters 4-5) treat of a more direct approach for

site-specific covalent labeling. The protein cytochrome c is labeled at specific sites

with Au NPs and with CoFe204 magnetic NPs having varying surface chemistries.

The effects of the NP ligand charge and of the position of labeling site are studied.

Molecular dynamics simulations bring a bet~er understanding on the effects of the

NP by considering the protein with atomistic detail. Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes

the thesis and points toward future work that should follow this research.
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Chapter 2

N anoparticle-protein conjugates

purification and characterization

A large variety of methods exists for the preparation of NP-protein conjugates. This

section intends to do an overview of NP-protein functionalization schemes and of the

methods to characterize the structure and activity of the NP-protein bioconjugates.
i

2.1 Synthesis of nanoparticles for bioapplications

Centuries ago, Au NPs already started to be used, mainly for their reputed medicinal

properties and for staining artwork such as glass windows. Soon afterwards, they

became the subject of investigation of many early scientists such as Selmi, Faraday,

Grahaul, Tyndall, Rayleigh, Ostwald, Mie and Bredig [19]. In recent years, significant

progress have been made in the synthesis and characterization of NPs [20] made of

Au or other materials.

Typically, metallic NPs are formed in the presence of ligand molecules that binds

to the metal and forms the surface capping groups of the NP. The ligand molecules

are essential to obtain stable NPs with a narrow size distribution and to prevent their

aggregation. These surface stabilizing liganas confer to the NP its solubility. For

water soluble NPs, they usually consists of either short charged molecules that can

self-assemble into a monolayer, or of longer polymeric molecules [21, 22, 23]. For NPs
J
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soluble in nonpolar solvents, an hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer is typically

used [24, 25].

For biological applications, the NP must be water soluble, stable at physiological

pH and nontoxic. Nanotoxicology is still a developing discipline [26] and many studies

remain to be done to insure the safety of nanomaterials for medical applications.

Reports have pointed out that the cytotoxicity of NPs highly depends on their capping

group [27] and on their size [28]. Au NPs were also found to be significantly less toxic

than their precursors [29].

2.2 Nanoparticle functionalization with proteins

Biofunctionalization of NPs with proteins can be challenging as a NP is much more

complex than a simple hard sphere and can interact in number of ways with proteins.

Instead, it has multiple surface coating ligands that have endgroups and sidechains

that can interact with the protein. NP surfaces represent a significant portion of
I

the particle and the ratio of surface atoms exceeds 50% for NP size below 2nm.

NP surfaces are not uniform but have multiple crystcrl lattices, vertices, and edges,

each of which can have different chemical affinities for adsorption [30]. Furthermore,

surface coating ligands on the NP are labile. They can adopt multiple conformations

and can nligrate to different sites on the NP surface. This rearrangement of ligands

have been exploited to optimize the interaction with a protein of interest [31, 32].

Consequently, bioconjugation strategies must consider the NP as a chemical system

as nearly as complex as proteins.

Strategies to link a protein to the NP have taken four main approaches (Figure

2-1): 1) electrostatic adsorption, 2) conjugation to the ligand on the NP surface, 3)

conjugation to a small cofactor molecule that the protein can recognize and bind, and

4) direct conjugation to the NP surface.

These four strategies are employed in this thesis. 1) In Chapters 4 and 5, horse

cytochrome c is electrostatically adsorbed on Au and CoFe203 NPs. 2) In Chapter

5, yeast cytochrome c is covalently linked to a thiol of the NP ligand. 3) In Chapter
f
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Figure 2-1: NP-protein labeling strategies: a) electrostatic/hydrophobic attachment
of protein, b) covalent attachment to NP ligand, c) attachment of protein cofactor on
NP, and d) direct linkage of amino acid on NP core.

3, S-protein is attached to its cofactor (S-peptide) previously immobilized on the NP.

4) In Chapter 4, yeast cytochrome c is covalently linked to the surface of Au NPs.

2.2.1 Electrostatic adsorption

The most widely used linkage approach consists of electrostatic adsorption. This is

the simplest as it requires no chemical reaction, and has been used for a while already

as an electron dense marker in histology (33].

Appropriate conditions for the NP ligands and protein side chains to become

electrostatically attracted to each other must be determined. The interaction luay

be modulated by the pH or charge screening via controlling the ionic strength of the

medium. Because it is inherently a non-specific interaction, the protein Inay interact

with the Tp in any of a number of orientat,ions or have the NP positioned at any

number of labeling sites. However, strategic modification of NP surface chemistry

has enabled regio-specific interactions with the protein [34].
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2.2.2 Linking to nanoparticle ligand

Another general method for NP-protein conjugation is covalently linking of a protein

to the NP ligand.

Many have exploited the binding of Ni-nitrilotriacetate (Ni-NTA) or Co-NTA

groups on the NP to His tags on protein [35, 36, 37]. Because the His tag can be

cloned into a protein sequence, it enables site-specific labeling. Typically the His tag

is put at the termini of the proteins and is relatively simple to be cloned in. This

results in a strong bond, with a dissociation constant of approximately K d = 10-13M

at pH 8 [38].

Another popular labeling chemistry utilizes the covalent binding of primary amines

with sulfo-NHS esters or R-COOH groups via reaction with EDC [39, 40]. Au NPs

labeled with NHS esters can react to form covalent bonds with the primary amine

of lysine on a protein. In addition, Au NPs coated with maleimide groups can react

with the thiol of cysteine on a protein.

An additional route consists of linking a free surface yysteine residue with a ligand

having a solvent exposed free thiol. In this thesis, the ligand dimercaptosuccinic

acid (DMSA) is used to form a disulfide bridge wit~, a surface cysteine residue of

cytochrome c [41] (Chapter 5).

If the NP has multiple ligands that can react with the protein, this can result

in a distribution in the number of proteins on the NP. The stoichiometry can be

influenced by varying the ratio of the reaction. A population of NP-protein conjugates

with various protein:NP ratios is usually produced. This approach has been greatly

advanced by extreme control over the surface chemistry of the NPs. For example,

pioneering work by Hainfeld et al have been able to isolate Au NPs with exactly

one reactive group [4], which would enable limiting the coverage of proteins on the

NP surface. Although this chemistry was originally intended for imaging by electron

microscopy (EM), it has enabled capabilities well beyond EM imaging such as electron

transfer [42].
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2.2.3 Linking using specific affinity of protein for cofactor

Alternatively, NP-protein conjugation can be achieved by using specific affinity of a

protein for a small molecule. The classic example is the biotin-streptavidin binding.

In effect, labeling NPs with biotin ligands allows linkage to streptavidin, which due

to its multivalent nature can be bound to other biotin labeled species. The biotin

streptavidin interaction is strong enough to be nearly covalent, with a dissociation

constant on the order of K d = 10-14M [43]. Enzymes can also be used to link a biotin

to a specific peptide sequence, thus catalyzing the NP attachment [44]. Although this

strategy limits the position of NP at only few positions, it offers high specificity for in

vivo labeling. Because there are a wide variety of linkers that can be functionalized

with biotin, it is a versatile way to achieve a specific linkage. Consequently, it has

been utilized extensively for both biological conjugation as well as inorganic-biological

conjugation.

Recent advances in aptamer chemistry have been exploited to use them as binders

to proteins [45, 46]. Because DNA chemistry is much ,simpler to modify artificially

than proteins, this is a versatile linker for NP-protein conjugation.

NPs capped with protein cofactors are used to att~ch NPs on specific receptors at

the cell surface. For example, serotonin capped CdSe NPs bind to serotonin trans

porters [47], and mannose capped gold NPs bind to mannose receptor on E. Coli

type 1 pili [48].

2.2.4 Direct reaction with nanoparticle core surface atoms

A direct reaction of a chemical group on the protein without the use of a linker

[49, 50, 51] is usually desired if the particle is used as a biosensor where FRET or

electron transfer is used. These processes are sensitive to distance changes on the

Angstrom scale, and long floppy linkers can adopt multiple confornlations, resulting

in a variable protein-NP distance that can ,be problematic in sensing. In addition,

long linkers can result in conjugates that are larger than the NP or protein, which can

decrease circulation times in the blood or cause problems in cellular uptake. Direct
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linkage to the protein in these cases would be much more desirable.

For Au NPs, this can be achieved by the Au-thiol chemistry where a protein with

a cysteine covalently bonds to an Au NP. The conjugation requires only incubation of

the two species together as the Au-S bond is strongly favored, even over a S-S bond.

This results in a short, direct link from the protein side chain to the NP surface.

However, this can be problematic as NP labeling can potentially break up dithiols of

protein, which can compromise stability of protein and lead to denaturation. In the

case of proteins that have free cysteines close to the protein surface that are not tied

up as dithiols, this is a highly convenient way to conjugate a protein to an Au NP.

Similarly, for sulfur containing NPs such as ZnS/CdSe, cysteine can directly from a

disulfide bridge with surface S atom [52].

Direct linkages can also be achieved by His tags, which can attach directly to

Zn, Ni, Cu, Co, Fe, Mn atoms. NPs made of materials such as Ni, CdSe/ZnS and

CdS/ZnS [53, 54, 13] were labeled in that fashion, obviating the need for addition of

a metal ion chelating agent like NTA.

An important concern in direct labeling of the NP core is steric crowding on

the NP surface. It may be difficult for the targeted protein residue to reach the NP..
surface if the NP ligand is too densely packed on the surface or too long. For example,

polyethylene glycol is a popular ligand for NPs as it prevents non-specific adsorption

of protein side chains with the NP core [55, 23, 50]. However, its long chain may

hinder access to the conjugation site. Also, if the strength of interaction of ligand

with NP surface is similar or higher than the bond linking proteins to NPs, it may

not be able to displace the ligand from NP surface and attach the protein. In this

case, a large excess of protein in the reaction is necessary.

2.3 Site specific labeling

For numerous applications, it is important for the NP-protein conjugate function to

label the protein at a particular site. For example, NPs are linked to proteins to

sense when the protein binds to its sub~trate, typically by FRET. For this purpose,
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it is crucial that the NP be placed in a particular site of the protein so that it is

regio-specific or even site-specific. Also, for NPs used as EM imaging tags to localize

a specific structure within a large protein [51, 56, 57], it is advantageous to attach

the NP in close vicinity of the residues or motifs of interest. Even if one can control

the stoichiometry of the resulting product (NP:protein ratio), and assuming that the

protein is fully folded upon labeling, most labeling chemistries do not have the ability

to single out a single amino acid. Instead, there is a probability that the NP can be

placed at any number of the available sites (Figure 2-2), such as labeling the primary

amines or carboxylic acids. This results in the protein assuming random orientations

on the NP surface. Moreover, if one of these sites is in a non-ideal position, such as

within the binding site, those proteins will not be able to bind to its substrate. If

the experimental probe is an ensemble measurement, then one would not be able to

distinguish this a decrease in activity due to all proteins having a lower activity due

to the presence of the NP, or due to only a proportion of them being totally inactive.

This distribution of labeling sites is also a problem if one wants to use the NP to obtain
I

quantitative information about protein function, such as via FRET pairs in which the

distance of the NP to a chromophore matters. This is further complicated by the fact
"

that the protein has only 20 amino acids, so for larger proteins the possibility of

having a unique amino acid that can link to a NP is difficult. For instance, if labeling

is achieved via chemistry conjugating to the primary amine of lysine, and a protein

has multiple lysines, a distribution of labeling sites would result, some of which may

be detrimental for protein function.

Nevertheless, labeling of NPs to a specific amino acid on a protein has been

achieved by a variety of methods. Table 2.1 lists examples of where proteins are

linked directly to a NP core, and Table 2.2 those which link to a ligand on the NP

surface.

As an example, lipase was genetically engineered so that it contains only one

solvent accessible lysine. This lysine was then modified by carbodiimide chemistry

to result in an acetylene group. This acetylene group could then be coupled to Au

NPs functionalized with azide ligands v,ia click chemistry, which is the 1,2,3-triazole
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Figure 2-2: Protein with several NP binding sites. NP attachment can inactivate the
protein via denaturation or blocking of the active site.

Labeled residue - NP material I Examples of labeled protein I Molecular weigth I Ref

Cys - Au Cytochrome c 12.6 kDa [50], Chapter 4
Ribonuclease S 13.7 kDa [58], Chapter 3
70 s ribosome 2.5 MDa [51]
Single chain Fv antibody 25 kDa [49]
Chaperonin 60 kDa [52]

Cys - CdSe/ZnS Chaperonin 60 kDa [52]
Human serum albumin 67 kDa [15]
a-chymotrypsin 21.6 kDa [59]

His Tag - CdSe/ZnS Maltose binding protein 40.6 kDa [60]
His Tag - Ni Green fluorescent protein 27 kDa [53]

Table 2.1: Strategies to label a specific residue that involve direct linkage to NP core.

Labeled residue - NP ligand I Examples of labeled protein I Molecular weigth I Ref

Cys - dinlercaptosuccinic acid Cytochrome c 12.6 kDa [41], Chapter 5
His Tag - Ni-NTA Adenovirus serotype 12 knob 60.6 kDa [36]

20S proteasome 750 kDa [37]
Streptopain 42 kDa [61]
Green fluorescent protein 27 kDa [62]

His Tag - Co-NTA Horseradish perox~dase 44 kDa [35]
Lys - azide Lipase 30 kDa [63]

Table 2.2: Strategies to label a specific residue that involve linkage to NP ligand.
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formation between azides and terminal acetylenes that is catalyzed by copper(I) [63].

Other recent strategies include functionalizing the protein with a highly specific

ligation reaction, which introduces a reactive group that links with a NP. This strategy

has been used to label the GTPase Rab6a with an Au NP [64]. Rab6A was modified

on its N-terminal with a PEG linker with a free thiol. As Rab6A lacks cysteines,

only this exposed thiol will react with the NP. Once labeled, the Rab6A still binds

to its substrate (BodipyFL-GTP) like the wild type version, which can be detected

by fluorescence quenching.

2.4 Purification of conjugates

Once the NP-protein conjugation is achieved, it must be purified from both the free

protein and free NP species. This has been achieved by a variety of approaches, such

as spin columns [65], ion exchange [49], HPLC [37, 50] and gel filtration [40, 49].

In addition, multiple washes and centrifugation have been successful in isolating the

NP-protein conjugate [63].

If the NP is magnetic, magnetic separation can be used to purify the NP-protein

conjugate away from free protein [62]. This strategy has been developed for commer

cial use, and large beads containing multiple magnetic species can be used to purify

proteins. However, from a labeling perspective, introduction of a magnet precipitates

all the magnetic NPs, including those which are unlabeled. While this is adequate

for applications in which a particular protein needs to be pulled out of solution away

from other proteins, it may not be feasible for synthesizing and purifying a NP-protein

conjugate, because you would obtain a sample that would have a mixture of both NPs

linked to protein and free NPs. Nevertheless, adjustment of reaction stoichiometry

may ameliorate this problem.

Gel electrophoresis has been used for many years to separate biomolecules of

different lengths and even conformations. It ,was demonstrated in 2001 by Alivisatos

et al that it can be used to purify NP-DNA conjugates of desired stoichiometry [66],

and soon after for NPs linked to protein~ [67]. Electrophoresis can be used both as a
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means to isolate the conjugate from other species, or as a means to assay the purity

of a sample. Electrophoresis utilizes the fact that the conjugate has a mobility that

differs from both the free protein and free NP. This change in mobility is influenced

by both a change in the size or charge. Both acrylamide [49, 67] and agarose gel

electrophoresis [68, 58, 50] can be used. In the work presented in this thesis, agarose

gel electrophoresis was found to be a better option for purification. As agarose gels are

horizontal, they allow sample to run in both directions, so both positive and negative

species can be viewed simultaneously, which is useful for conjugating proteins to

oppositely charged NPs. In addition, the band containing the conjugate can also

be cut from the gel and the conjugate can be extracted from the agarose by spin

centrifugation columns, allowing purification of the conjugate from both free NP and

free protein. Sample wells in agarose gels tend to be larger than acrylamide gels so

higher quantities of protein and NP can be loaded into the gel.

2.5 Biophysical characterizatioJ;l of nanoparticle

protein conjugates

Once the NP-protein conjugate is synthesized and isolated from other species, the

conjugate must be biophysically characterized. This requires measuring both the

structure and function of the protein when labeled with the NP.

2.5.1 Structural characterization

The protein structure is related to its function. It is therefore important to probe the

protein structure for assaying whether the protein in the conjugate form is functional.

Unfolding might occur upon conjugation to a NP, as interaction of the protein's side

chains with the NP surface or ligands is likely to occur, resulting in non-specific

adsorption and perturbation of the native structure.

There are numerous techniques that have been applied to study structure of pro

teins by themselves. Unfortunately, only a few have been applied to study the struc-
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ture of proteins when conjugated to NPs. However, this can be also viewed as an

opportunity to expand the set of techniques to characterize these systems. Challenges

include requirements in sample quantity, as yields for purified NP-protein conjugates

can be low.

The techniques described below have been able to evaluate the effect of NP size

on the structure of non-covalently attached proteins such as lysozyme [69] and cy

tochrome c [70]. Structural studies have been able to determine the orientation of

cytochrome c on Au or Ag NPs [71, 72], and how it is affected by the NP ligand func

tional groups [34]. This thesis uses some of those techniques to study the effect of

NP surface chemistry on the structure of cytochrome c on Au NPs [50] and CoFe203

NPs [41].

Measuring the protein structure is not only important for creating biologically

functio~ing NP-protein conjugates. With such information, one can take this further

and study how to engineer the NP ligand so that proteins or peptides can adopt a

particular conformation when adsorbed on the NP surface. If more methods to study
I

protein structure when conjugated to NPs were to be explored, it could expand the

functional utility of NP-protein conjugates.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy has been traditionally used to measure the sec

ondary structure of a protein. It has also served as a useful tool for probing secondary

structure of the protein when it is linked to a NP. The basis of CD spectroscopy is

the difference of absorption of right handed and left handed circularly polarized light

through a sample. This difference spectrum is related to chirality of the protein. In

the UV region, it reflects the secondary structure of the protein. Protein motifs such

as a-helices, fJ-sheets, and random coils have certain CD signatures in the UV range.

Furthermore, one can deconvolute a spectrum to determine the relative amounts of

each motif. Spectra can be compared to a: database of known protein structures,

which are usually determined by x-ray crystallography and NMR.

The benefits of CD are that it is a standard technique and has been used to
f
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characterize many proteins, so signatures of numerous proteins are well known. Fur

thermore, it can be performed in solution which is the standard form of NP-protein

conjugates. Therefore, it is a direct probe of the protein structure on the NP. It has

been the most widely used technique to assay protein structure in conjugates, and

has been used successfully for several NP-protein systems: lysozyme and peptides on

silica [69, 73J; a-chymotrypsin on CdS [59J and on Au [74J; albumin on CdTe [67];

and cytochrome c on Au [50, 31].

However, CD spectroscopy of NP-protein conjugates is complicated by the fact

that NP contribution to optical absorption at short wavelengths can be significant

enough to swamp the signal. This makes difference measurements very noisy unless

averaging over long times is done. Corrections for absorption flattening were found to

be necessary for large nanoparticles which have stronger absorption [69J. In addition,

it is an ensemble measurement so it cannot distinguish between 50% of all the proteins

being fully denatured from all of the proteins being half denatured.

Plasmon resonance

When an external electric field is applied to a metallic, NP, its electrons move collec

tively in what is called plasmon resonance. The resonance frequency of the surface

plasmon is a function of the NP material, size, shape, aggregation state and surface

chemistry. As proteins adsorb on the surface of metallic NPs, the local refractive

index around the NP changes, leading to a red-shift of the plasmon reson,ance peak.

The structure of the NP labeled protein was also found to alter the position plasmon

peak. This led to the development of colorimetric sensors to monitor protein denat

uration on NP surfaces. Examples of such sensors were reported for cytochrome c [2]

and amyloid f3 protein [75] on Au NPs.

Electron microscopy

Direct EM imaging of the protein when conjugated to the NP can also been used

to assay structure. Small Au NPs have served as imaging agents. By reconstructing

several images one can obtain a three-dimensional map of the protein. Large proteins
f
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have been successfully imaged by this method down to 6-8 Aresolution [37]. This re

quires imaging of many complexes and sophisticated image deconvolution techniques.

Labeling of proteins with Au NPs have been used in cryo-EM to image many proteins,

such as MAP2 and tau on microtubules [76], F-actin [77], the ribosome [78, 79], the

scrapie prion protein [80], and conformational changes in kinesin [81] and myosin [82],

among many others.

Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) could be used to probe the structure of the protein

in the complex. In essence, the structure of protein is inferred from a height mea

surement [83]. Phase imaging also allows mapping areas of adhesion and friction.

Imaging of proteins on surfaces has improved due to new fabrication techniques for

AFM tips and imaging methodologies. AFM can now resolve secondary structure in

proteins such as individual a-helices [84, 85]. If the tip is chemically functionalized,

it can be used to chemically image a sample. AFM offers large benefits as the sample

requirements are small and it consists of a single molecule imaging technique so it

does not represent an ensemble average. However, because it requires the sample to
"

be on a substrate, protein interactions with the surface may denature the protein,

and obscure the effects of the NP.

SAXS

Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) have been used to measure the periodicity of

the NPs and thus infer the inter-particle spacing, which can be correlated to the

protein size [74]. If the protein denatures, the interparticle spacing decreases and

thus changes the SAXS spectra. The sample form is solid for SAXS, so it can be

employed in samples that are not soluble.

Other techniques

Femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy studies of the photosynthetic bacterial light

harvesting complex on Ti02 NPs was, 'used to yield information on the structural
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deformation of the protein on the NP [86J. HID exchange can also be used to assess

the structure of conjugates by examining the exposed protons on the protein [34J.

Optical spectroscopy can be used to probe the protein in special cases where the

protein has a chromophore or an optically absorbing cofactor, such as a heme for

proteins like cytochrome c and hemoglobin. In this case, optical absorption can yield

information on the redox state of protein, which can be used to infer the secondary

structure of the protein. For example, for cytochrome c, it is known that as the protein

is more unfolded, it is more readily oxidized, and this is reflected by a shift in the

Soret band and changes in Q-band intensity. Therefore, optical absorption can yield

information on the degree of folding in the protein. However, the NP contribution to

the optical spectra can swamp out the heme spectra, as extinction coefficients near

heme absorption features can be an order of magnitude higher. Subtraction of the

NP contribution, when possible, can aid in identifying heme features.

2.5.2 Probing activity of protein

NP induced protein structural disturbance is prone to affect its activity, as structure

and function are closely linked in proteins. The ass<!-y for activity depends on the

protein. It is typically measured via reaction with the enzyme substrate, or via

electrochemistry for redox active enzyme.

Reaction with a substrate

For an enzyme to be active, its substrate must reach the active site, the protein

must act on it, and finally release the product. All of these steps are going to be

dramatically influenced by the presence of a relatively large particle with numerous

molecules on its surface. Also, as the NP-protein net charge usually differs from that

of the protein, the altered electrostatic interaction can affect the substrate binding

or the product release. The enzyme activity could be significantly reduced if, for

example, both the substrate and NP are negatively (or positively) charged, or if the

product remains electrostatically linked to the NP-protein complex.
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The activity of several NP-enzyme conjugates has been studied. Sastry and

coworkers found that 3.5nm Au NPs conjugated with fungal protease (F-prot) [87] or

with pepsin [88] have a proteolytic activity comparable to the one of the free enzyme

when incubated with hemoglobin. F-prot immobilized on NPs produces only slightly

less digest fragments then the free enzyme. Huang and coworkers studied the pro

teolytic activity of trypsin attached on 13nm Au NPs and found a lower enzymatic

activity and a different specificity for cleavage [89]. While a decrease in activity of

enzymes on NPs was also observed by several groups [90, 91, 59, 92], we should note

that others report unchanged or enhanced activity [93, 94, 95].

Electrochemistry

The activity of redox proteins such as heme proteins, copper-containing proteins,

and iron-sulfur proteins are typically measured via electrochemical measurements

[96, 97]. Many experiments of plain unlabeled protein on electrode surfaces have

gained information on the protein conformation and orientation on the surface [98, 99].
I

Analogous electrochemical studies for protein on NP surfaces are desirable.

The electrode/NP/protein interface is generally s7lf-assembled using one of the

following strategies. 1) NPs are linked to the electrode and then immerse in a solution

of redox enzymes [42, 100, 101]. Or, 2) the NP-protein conjugates are prepared in

solution, purified, and then immobilized on the electrode [42, 102, 103]. Willner and

coworkers [42] obtained same density of NP-proteins attached on the electrode via

route 1 and 2.

The use of NPs in bioelectrochemistry has gained interest in the past decade

[104]. In particular, NPs are found capable of wiring redox proteins to electrodes.

They can act as an antenna that provides a conducting path to facilitate electron

transfer between the protein redox center and the electrode [42, 105, 101]. From

the rate of electron transfer, one can estimate the distance between the NP and the

protein redox center, and thus determine the protein orientation [98]. The rate of

electron transfer is typically measured by cyclic voltammetry. A Laviron analysis of

the peak-to-peak potential separation a:t various scan rates yields electron transfer
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rate constants [106].

The protein structural integrity can also be probed by electrochemistry. The redox

potential depends on the environment of the redox center, which almost certainly

changes when the protein unfolds. Denaturation of the protein could also make it

electroinactive. The model protein horse cytochrome c is found to be active when

attached on various nanostructures [107, 101)' with a redox potential very close to

the one reported for well-folded horse cytochrome c [108].

Antibody activity

NP labeling of antibodies is a widely used technique for sensing, FRET, and general

imaging. While the structure of antibodies is not known completely, the activity

assay is relatively straightforward. One needs only to test if the conjugate binds to

its target, such as in testing that CdS labeled anti-CD4 monoclonal antibody still

binds to target cells. This is assayed by fluorescence spectroscopy or FACS [109].

There are other assays of activity such as those involv;ed in more complex biological

processes. For example, peptide-gold conjugates bound to neurons were found to still

exhibit neuronal activity [110].
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Chapter 3

Site-specific labeling of

ribonuclease S via two-step

assembly

Ribonuclease S (RNase S) is a two-piece protein that consist of the two proteolytic

fragments of RNase A when digested with subtilisin (RNase S, Figure 3-1 from PDB

# 1CJQ [111]). The shorter piece of this complex is a,r20 residue peptide called the

S-peptide, and the larger fragment (104 residues) is called the S-protein. S-protein

spontaneously assembles with S-peptide to form an active enzyme that cleaves RNA

pyrimidines by acid-base catalysis. The S-peptide or S-protein alone exhibits no

enzymatic activity.

.....N-tenninus

J

Figure 3-1: Ribonuclease S. a-helices are represented in purple and ,6-sheets in yellow.
The NP is attached on a cysteine mutated on the N-terminus.
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Figure 3-2: Strategy for labeling RNase S via a two step reaction. Au NPs are
first linked to the S18 peptide (blue) that possesses a unique cysteine. The NP-SI8
conjugate is then incubated with S-protein (green) to yield a fully formed complex.

The dissociation constant (kd ) of this complex can be as low as 3.1 x 10-11 M
I

under optimum pH, salt concentration and temperature [112]. It permits the use of

S-peptides as affinity tags for protein purification [1~,3]. Modification of S-peptide

has been done extensively, both by mutagenesis and with chromophores and artificial

groups for applications of control by light or chemical moieties.

Here, a cysteine residue is added to the N-terminus of S-peptide in order to self

assemble a monolayer of S-peptides on the NP. Afterwards, this NP-S-peptide con

jugate is incubated with S-protein in order to reconstitute the full RNase S enzyme

(Figure 3-2). This chapter demonstrates first site-specific attachment of RNase S to

Au NPs. Then follows a quantitative analysis of ribonuc1eatic activity measurements1 .

1Reproduced in part with permission from M.-E. Aubin, D.G. Morales, K. Hamad-Schifferli,
"Labeling Ribonuclease S with a 3nm Au nanoparticle by two-step assembly," N ana Letters, 2005,
5, 519-522. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 3-3: BPS ligands on the surface of Au NP. The NP is not pictured to scale.

3.1 Synthesis of Au nanoparticles

Water soluble Au NPs were synthesized based on a variation of a reported method

[114]. In summary, a 60mL solution of 6.8mM sodium citrate with tannic acid and

sodium carbonate is heated to 60°C. NPs size can be tuned by the amount of tannic

acid and sodium carbonate. Then, a 300mL solution of 294/lM HAuCl4 at 60°C is

rapidly added and mixed during 10 minutes. NPs are functionalized with the ligand

bis(p-sulphonatophenyl) phenylphosphine dihydrate (BPS, Figure 3-3) by incubation

overnight with O.lg of BPS. Then, NPs are purified with agarose gel electrophoresis

and extracted from the gel with 0.2 /lm centrifugal ~ters (Nanosep, PALL). A thin

band is cut in order to narrow the NP size distribution. NPs of 3.0 ± O.4nm and

16.3 ± 2.9nm were synthesized as determined by transmission electron microscopy

(TEM).

3.2 Conjugation of nanoparticles with ribonucle-

ase S

NP labeling of ribonuclease S is done in two steps as shown in Figure 3-2. Mutagenic

studies have shown that S-peptide can be truncated to its 15 first residues or have

residues added to the N-terminus without p~rt'urbing enzymatic function. Therefore,

this permits extension of the S-peptide with a cysteine which provides a unique thiol

on the S-peptide (SI8) for linking to a ,Au NP. Two glycine spacers are also added
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Name

S18
S19
wild-type S-peptide

Sequence

eGG KETAAAKFER QHMDS
KETAW AIFVR QHMDSSTSA
KETAAAKFER QHMDSSTSAA

Table 3.1: S-peptides sequences. Mutations are in bold.

between the linking cysteine and the rest of the peptide, as shown in Table 3.1. S18

was synthesized commercially (Sigma-Genosys, purity 77%). The low yield of the

synthesis is determined to be primarily due to dithiol linkages, evidenced by a dimer

in the mass spectrometry data. 3nm NPs are linked to S18 by incubation in 1x

PBS for 1 hour at 25°C with a NP concentration at 10 J-lM. The NP:SI8 conjugates

are then incubated with S-protein for 1 hour at 25°C. Conjugation is confirmed by

agarose gel electrophoresis and plasmon resonance shifts. Purification of NP:proteins

is performed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

3.2.1 Gel electrophoresis

The electrophoretic mobility of NPs in a gel is modified when proteins attach on
"

their surfaces, due to the changes in size and charge. This enables the use of agarose

gels to demonstrate conjugation of RNase S to Au NPs. Competitions assay are also

performed in order to confirm the site of attachment.

N on-specific attachment of proteins on NPs

Nonspecific interactions between proteins or DNA and Au surfaces are well known.

The synthesized NPs are incubated with various proteins to show this effect (Figure

3-4). If Au NPs are incubated with proteins that do not possess a surface thiol

for linking, nonspecific adsorption is observed. Gel electrophoresis of 5J-lL 3nm Au

NPs incubated overnight with 1:10 RNase A (lane 2 in Figure 3-4), 1:10 horse heart

cytochrome c (lane 3), and 1:10 bovine seJ;um albumin (lane 4) shows significant

shifts of all bands towards lower mobility relative to unlabeled Au NPs (lane 1) due

to nonspecific adsorption with the NP, :demonstrating the prevalence of this effect.

In addition, S-protein incubated with! NPs alone also shifts mobility (Figure 3-6,
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Figure 3-4: 3% agarose gel electrophoresis of proteins non-specifically attached on Au
NPs. Au NP (1) incubated with RNase 8 (2), cytochome c (3), and albumin (4).

lanes 5 and 9). These proteins have no exposed surface thiols except for bovine

serum albumin, but an abundance of lysines, which are known to stick to NP surfaces

through the amine or by electrostatic interaction with the negatively charged BP8

molecules.

Site-specific attachment of RNase S

Figure 3-5 shows a gel of 3nm NPs linked to RNase 8 by the two-step method described

in Figure 3-2. Lane 1 shows plain NPs. Lanes 2 and 3 are NP-818 conjugates of

1:5 and 1:25 NP:818 ratio respectively. Lanes 4-6 are 1:25 NP-818 samples further
;

incubated with 8-protein (NP:818:8-protein ratios of 1:25:1,1:25:5,1:25:10). Addition

of 8-protein to the 1:25 shifts the mobility considera~Jy.

Furthermore, as the NP:818 ratio is increased, incubation of 8-protein results in

a smaller shift relative to the position of the NP-818 without 8-protein. This is

observed in the gel of Figure 3-6, that shows systematic increases of 818 followed by

incubation with 8-protein. Lanes 1-4 of the gel are increasing NP:818 alone, lanes 5-8

are increasing NP:818 with 1x 8-protein (1:818:1 NP:818:8-protein), and Lanes 9-12

are increasing NP:818 with lOx 8-protein (1:818:10). Lanes 5 and 9 show that NPs

incubated with 8-proteins were retarded in the gel, showing non specific adsorption of

8-protein on the NP. 8-protein is positively charged, so 8-protein is linking to the NP

by electrostatic interactions to the BP8 molecules. Presumably, higher coverages of

818 on the NP would prevent these nonspecific interactions, as 818 peptides replace
J

BP8 molecules and less of the NP surface would be exposed. The 1:0: 10 sample is

more retarded in the gel than the 1:50:10 sample, indicating that 8-protein attaches

more easily on naked Au surface than fdn a very dense monolayer of 818. This could
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Figure 3-5: 4% agarose gel electrophoresis of 3nm NP(I), incubated Ih with 818 in
a NP:818 ratio of 1:5 (2) and 1:25 (3), followed by Ih incubation with 8-protein in a
NP:818:8-protein ratio of 1:25:1 (4), 1:25:5 (5) and 1:25:10 (6). The 1:25:10 sample
was subsequently incubated overnight with 819 in a concentration 50x [NP] (7). The
819 was incubated overnight with the 1:5 sample (8) and the 1:25 sample (9), in a
concentration of 50x [NP]

be due to steric hindrance of 8-protein binding to 818 on the NP surface at higher

818 coverages. It is known that the 8-peptide has a,!Tandom coil configuration but

adopts an a-helical structure upon binding to 8-protein. Presumably at these higher

818 coverages there is not enough space for the 818 to adopt the proper conformation,

or for 8-protein to get close enough to the 818 to properly bind.

To explore how the NP:818 ratio affects nonspecific adsorption, 1:5 and 1:25 sam

ples are incubated overnight with 50x 819 (a variant of 8-peptide without cysteine,

Table 3.1). The 1:5 sample incubated with 819 (Figure 3-5, lane 8) is shifted to

higher mobility relative to its original position in lane 2, indicating an interaction be

tween the two species. However, the 1:25 incubated with 819 (lane 9) does not show

an appreciable shift from its original position (lane 3), which could be due to the

1:25 NP:818 having a fully saturated surface, lacking room for 819 to nonspecifically

adsorb.

Therefore, an optimal ratio of NP:818 is found at around 1:25. At this ratio, both

/

I
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Figure 3-6: Exploring the effect of NP:818 ratio with 3% agarose gel electrophoresis.
NP:818:8-protein in ratios of 1:0:0 (lane 1), 1:5:0 (2), 1:25:0 (3), 1:50:0 (4), 1:0:1 (5),
1:5:1 (6), 1:25:1 (7), 1:50:1 (8), 1:0:10 (9), 1:5:10 (10), 1:25:10 (11), 1:50:10 (12).

non-specific adsorption and steric effects which hinder the attachment of 8-protein

can be minimized.

To show that binding between the 8-protein and 818 on the NP is specific, a

competition binding assay is performed. 819 is a mutated 8-peptide that binds 110x

more tightly to 8-protein than the wild-type [115] and which has no cysteine (sequence

in Table 3.1). 819 was chemically synthesized at a purity of 95% (8igma-Genosys).
I

819 is incubated with the 1:25:10 sample overnight at 50x the NP concentration,

and its gel mobility was compared to samples before efPosure to 819. The 1:25:10:50

(NP:818:8-protein:819) band (Figure 3-5, lane 7) runs faster than the 1:25:10 sample,

indicating that 819 has extracted 8-protein from the 818 on the NP surface.

Finally, in order to insure that the 818 attached to the NP by the covalent thiol

Au bond, a competition with a short thiol is performed (Figure 3-7). This strategy

has been used to displace nonspecific adsorption of DNA on NPs [116, 117]. In the

NP-819 samples, 819 is non-covalently adsorbed on the NP and can presummably be

removed from the surface if a thiol can cover the surface. 818 attachment would be

significantly less affected by the presence of such a thio!. Both 818 and 819 have a

neutral net charge at the pH of the gel buffer, so adsorption is not due to electrostatic

interactions. The 1:25 NP:819 sample (Figure 3-7, lane 4) is incubated with the thiol

mercaptoproprionic acid (H8(CH2)2C02H, MPA) in a 1mM concentration for ~ hours

(lane 5). This results in a shifting of the band in the direction of the position of plain

NP (lane 1), indicating displacement of the 819 nonspecifically bound to the NP.
I
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Figure 3-7: MPA displacement of nonspecific adsorption on NP surfaces. 4% agarose
gel of Au NPs (1), 1:25 NP:S18 (2), 1:25 NP:S18 with MPA (3), 1:25 NP:819 (4),
1:25 NP:S19 with MPA (5), Au NPs with MPA (6).

However, incubation of 1:25 NP:S18 (lane 2) with MPA under identical conditions

(lane 3) results in a negligible mobility change, suggesting that S18 is covalently

attached to the NP and does not get displaced. NPs incubated with MPA shows no

noticeable change in mobility (lane 6).

Varying the NP size

For NPs of different size, the optimum ratio of NP:S18 for 8-protein attachment would
;'

differ. As a first step, gel electrophoresis is used to quantify how many 8-peptide are

able to attach on the NP surface.

Figure 3-8 shows 16.3nm Au NPs (lane 1) incubated with increasing amount of

818. Lane 2 has 1:50 (NP:818) and there is a factor 2 increase of 818 concentration

between successive lanes. With larger particles, the shift in mobility is smaller, and

it becomes more complicated to evaluate the 818 concentration at which the NP

surface becomes saturated. This shows that gel electrophoresis is more efficient to

purify conjugates made of smaller NPs. The NP seems to reach saturation of its

surface at around lane 6, which corresponds to a NP:S18 incubation ratio of 1:800. A

surface area of 0.214nm2 has been determined for alkanethiols on a flat Au surface by

electron diffraction studies [118]. If there were a same 818 density on 16.3nm NPs,

there would be up to 3900 818 moelcules that can attach on the NP. Evidently, the

818 density is lower on the NP surface.
1
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Figure 3-8: Gel electrophoresis of 16.3nm Au NP-S18 conjugates.

3.2.2 Plasmon resonance

Surface plasmon resonance also confirms protein attachment. Optical absorption

spectroscopy was performed on a Varian Cary 100 in a 1cm quartz cuvette, with

O.lnm steps in 1xPBS at room temperature. The NP-bioconjugates are extracted

from the agarose gels by slicing out the band and separating by spin centrifugation

through a filter column. UV-vis shows plasmon peak around 510nm, as expected for

spherical Au NPs of that size.

A red shift in the Au NP surface plasmon resonance'is observed for the 1:5, 1:10,

and 1:25 (NP:S18) samples upon increasing amounts of S-protein added (Figures 3-9
I

and 3-10), an effect consistent with increasing amount~ of protein on the NP surface.

It should be noted that when comparing the 1:5, 1:10, and 1:25 plasmon resonance

positions, higher amounts of S18 result in a blue shift. Comparable blue shifts are

observed if the BPS ligands are displaced with the thiolated molecule MPA as shown

in Figure 3-11. Therefore, the blue shifts observed with increasing amount of S18 are

most likely due to a displacement of the BPS ligand by the thiol on S18.

Addition of S19 to the 1:25:10 sample is able to blue-shift the plasmon resonance

(Figure 3-10), which is consistent with S-proteins being removed from the NP surface.

This confirms again that S-protein attach on the NP by interaction with S18 and not

simply by electrostatic attractions or other non-specific interactions.
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3.2.3 Isothermal titration calorimetry

To assay the thermodynamic properties of NP-protein conjugates, calorimetry can be

performed. Differential scanning calorimetry can obtain the heat capacity (Cp) and

enthalpy change (~H) of unfolding, as well as the melting temperature (Tm ). This

information can be used to understand the stability ~f proteins linked to NPs. In

addition, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) can determine the thermodynamic

parameters of interactions between NPs and proteins. ITC was used by Rotello et

al [119] to quantify the thermodynamics parameters of binding of NPs to proteins.

They found that the ~H and ~S of binding depend on the NP surface chemistry.

In a preliminary ITC experiment, 8nm NP-S18 complex (NP:S18 ratio of 1:60)

were injected into a 1.4mL cell containing 100nM S-proteins. The shape of the titra

tion curve did not allow to estimate k d or ~H of interaction between the NP-S18

complexes and S-proteins. In order to accurately measure k d , the concentration of

S-protein in the cell has to be of approximately 100xkd [120], which is well above the

amount available for this study.
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3.3 Enzymatic activity measurement

Activity of the NP-labeled RNase S is investigated. The bioconjugate is extracted

from the gel in lanes 4 and 6 by spin centrifugation of gel slices and tested for ac

tivity by exposure to a substrate of a DNA oligo with a central RNA nucleotide, rV,

the cleavage point for the enzyme: 5'-(6-FAM)-(dAhrV(dA)4-(6-TAMRA)-3'. This

FAM/TAMRA FRET pair enables fluorescence spectroscopy to probe strand cleav

age. As the enzyme cleaves the strand at rV, FAM is no longer quenched by TAMRA,

so FAM fluorescence increases. FAM emission of samples in 1x PBS is measured at

room temperature on a Spex Fluoromax 3 fluorometer in a 3 x 3 path length quartz

cuvette with salnple volumes of 200J.lL. FAM fluorescence is performed by exciting

at a wavelength of 490nm, and detecting emission at a wavelength of 515nm with

excitation and emission slits at 1nm and 1nm.

Fluorescence increases with time for Au-RNase S (1:25:10) at 50nM with 15nM

substrate, demonstrating activity of the RNase S (Figure 3-12). Kinetic analysis of

the activity curves is performed using the equations

(3.1)

for long times and

(3.2)

for the linear region at short times (inset, Figure 3-12). The derivation of those

equations is shown in the Appendix A.

10 and If are the initial and final fluorescence intensities, respectively, and [E]

is the enzyme concentration. This yields a value for kcat / K M, the turnover rate

per protein. However, protein concentratioI,l here cannot be accurately determined.

Typically this is achieved by optical absorption, but the protein absorption at 280nm

is superimposed on top of the NP spectrum. This is further complicated by the fact
i
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Figure 3-12: Enzymatic activity of NP:RNase S for the 1:25:10 (NP:S18:S-protein)
sample. Fluorescence intensity vs. time for a 1:25:10 incubated with the substrate
5'-(6-FAM)-(dAhrU(dA)4-(6-TAMRA)-3'. Inset: linear region at short times (0-1000
s).

that the protein molar extinction coefficient is at least two orders of magnitude lower

than the NP, not accounting for the absorption of the NP ligand BPS. On the other

hand, NP concentration can be determined using 2.5 x 106 M-1cm-1 at the plasmon

peak absorption, in the range of 508-515nm, where the protein does not absorb. The

NP extinction coefficient is obtained by calibration with known NP concentrations

and correspondence with literature results. Therefore, a value for kcat / K M as the

turnover rate per NP is reported. The kcat / K M is 1.39 ± 0.04 mM-1s-1 for the

1:25:1 sample and 7.8 ± 1.2 mM-1s-1 for 1:25:10, a 5.5x increase. kcat / K M of RNase

S formed with S19 and S-protein under identical conditions is 580 ± 80 mM-1s-1,

showing that labeling lowers enzyme efficiency by two orders of magnitude.

The lower turnover rate could be caused by several factors. First, the NP-RNase S

conjugate has a net negative charge (as opposed to RNase S), so it is not electrostat

ically favorable for the negatively charged RNA molecules to bind to the complex.

Also, the NP can bring steric hindrance near the active site of RNase S, which is
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at the interface between the 8-peptide and the 8-protein. Finally, as absorption of

proteins on solid surfaces is known to be a cause of protein unfolding [121, 122, 123],

RNase 8 structure could be disturbed upon NP attachment.

Correspondence with the results from gel mobility allows estimation of the ratio

of 8-protein per NP. kcat / K M of the 1:25:10 sample that has been incubated with

50x 819 is 2,500 ± 600 mM-1s-1. This is largely a measurement of the activity of

the 819-8-protein complex since the 819-8-protein activity is signicantly higher than

the one from the 8-proteins remaining on the NP-818. This value implies that 819

can remove approximately 4-5 8-protein per NP. Based on the gel migration results

in Figure 3-5, incubation of 819 with the 1:25:10 sample under identical conditions

still leaves some 8-protein bound to the NP-818 complex. Assuming that 1:25:5

sample has as an upper bound of 58-proteins per NP, and noting that the relative

position of the 1:25:10 + 50x 819 lies in between the 1:25:1 and 1:25:5 bands, it

can be approximated that competitive binding with 819 leaves all but about 2-4 8

proteins per NP. Therefore, the 1:25 sample has the capacity to bind approximately 8

8-proteins per NP. Again, the observed increase in acti~ity of only 5.5 x between the

1:25:1 sample and the 1:25:10 instead of a 8x increase could possibly be explained

by steric hindrance on the NP surface.

3.4 Summary

In summary, a strategy for labeling a protein by using its cofactor attached on the

NP is described. Changes in electrophoretic mobility and shifts in plasmon resonance

confirmed conjugation. Nonspecific adsorption arguments justify the first step of this

approach, consisting of assembling a monolayer of mutated 8-peptide (818) on Au

NPs. As steric effects are found to hinder the correct assembly of RNase8 on NPs,

an optimum 818 coverage is determined. The protein remains active after labeling

with the NP. The turnover rate is lower as [\ result of protein structural disturbance,

crowding between the 818 on the NP surface, and/or electrostatic repulsion between

RNA molecules and the conjugates w~ich could impede the RNA in reaching the
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active site. Further work include investigating structure of the protein, quantifying

the NP:RNase S stoichiometry and characterizing the kd of interactions between NP

S18jS-proteins.
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Chapter 4

Site-specific labeling of cytochrome

c with Au nanoparticles

Cytochrome c (cyt c) is a well-characterized model protein that is commonly used

for NP-protein conjugates [34, 124, 125]. Its structure [126] and folding have been

extensively studied, both experimentally [127, 128] and computationally [129, 130] ..
Furthermore, cyt c on charged surfaces has served as a model for studying how it

interacts with charged transmembrane proteins. Bec~use of its small size (approxi

mately 100 amino acids), high stability and availability, this well-characterized model

protein is an ideal candidate for conjugation studies. The structure and orientation

of cyt c at the interface with NPs have been studied by others for electrostatically

attached cyt c on Au NPs conjugates [34, 74]. However, in these experiments, cyt

c was not site-specifically labeled, but was free to interact to the NP with multiple

residues.

Here, the structure of cyt c is studied as it is linked covalently to 1.5nm Au NPs

via a specific cysteine residue. The ligand chemistry and the site of attachment

are both found to significantly affect the protein folding. Ligands of various charge

(negative, positive and neutral) are used and the protein structure in each of the

conjugates is probed by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. The neutral ligand

is found to be the best at keeping the protein folded. The conformational stability

of cyt c site-specifically labeled at five,' different sites is analyzed. In addition to
J
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CD spectroscopy, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed in order to

elucidate the atomistic details of the experimental observations.

It is found that electrostatic interactions playa role in destabilizing the protein

structure. In addition, cyt c is found to be less stable when the NP conjugation site

belongs to a domain critical for structural maintenance. These results show that the

labeling position for a NP, a previously ignored factor, can be crucial in the biological

function of a NP-protein conjugate.

4.1 Synthesis of 1.5nm Au nanoparticles

1.5nm diameter Au NPs were synthesized in toluene with triphenylphosphine (TPP)

ligands following reported procedures [25]. Three different ligands were used to pas

sivate the NP to permit water solubility and to change the charge on the NP surface

(Figure 4-1): positively charged aminoethanethiol (AET), negatively charged bis(p

sulfonatopehnyl)phenylphosphine (BPS) and neutral hexaethyleneglycol thiol (PEG

SH). All three water soluble samples were obtained oy ligand exchange into water

from a single as-synthesized TPP-NP sample. A solution of ligand in water (50mM

AET, 5mM PEG-SH or 200mM BPS) was vigorously mixed with the TPP-NP solu

tion in toluene until the NPs exchange into the water phase. The exchange occured

in the order of minutes for AET and PEG-SH, but took two days for the BPS because

of lower affinity of phosphine for Au compared to thio!' Excess PEG-SH ligand was

removed by dialysis. Excess BPS was removed by gel electrophoresis for studies on

the effect of ligand, and by size-exclusion HPLC with TSK-gel G4000PW column for

studies on the effect of labeling site.

TEM showed that the NPs had a diameter of 1.5 ± 0.2 nm (Figure 4-2). NP

absorption spectra showed no plasmon peak, confirming that the NP size is below

2nm.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Em~ssionSpectrometry (ICP-OES) confirmed

that the BPS coverage is comparable to the one reported for TPP on Au NPs of the

same size, i.e. 21 ligands per NP [25],: BPS and NP molar ratios were measured
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Figure 4-1: Chemical structure of the ligands at the surface of the AET NPs (left),
BPS NPs (center) and PEG NPs (right).

Figure 4-2: TEM picture of BPS NPs.

I
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Table 4.1: Amino acid sequence of yeast cyt c.

4.2 Conjugation of nanoparticles with cyt c

assuming 100 atoms per NP. Sulfur molar concentration was 2.2 times lower than

gold molar concentration.

21
EKGGPHKVGP
61
GQAEGYSYTD
101
ACE

51
NLHGIFGRHS

11
KTRCLQCHTV

91
RNDLITYLKK

81
AFGGLKKEKD

1
GSAKKGATLF

41
ENNMSEYLTN

71
PKKYIPGTKM

31
ANIKKNVLWD

-5
TEFKA

Cyt c from yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is conjugated to the NPs at cysteine

C102 (Sequence in Table 4.1)1. Yeast cyt c has three cysteine residues (C14, C17

and C102). C14 and C17 are bound to the heme, thus only C102 is available for

I
,

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

conjugation.

Purification of conjugates shows that linking to yeast cyt c is site specific. Purifi

cation of NP-yeast cyt c (NP-YCC) conjugates is achieved by reverse-phase HPLC

or agarose gel electrophoresis. In each case, NPs are 'incubated with horse cyt c as

a control for non-specific adsorption. Horse cyt c, while lacking C102, has a very

similar structure, charge and sequence. Extinction coefficients of 106.1 mM- 1cm-1

at 410nm for cyt c and 110 mM-1cm-1 at 420nm for NPs are used for concentration

determination.

4.2.1 Site-specific attachment to AET nanoparticles

Reverse-phase HPLC is used to show attachment of yeast cyt c to AET NPs (Figure

4-3). After incubation of AET NPs with yeast and horse cyt c in a 10:1 NP:cyt c

molar ratio, the samples are eluted in a wide pore C5 column (Supelco). From 1.0 min

to 5.0 min, the elution gradient goes from 100% water to 60% water 40% acetonitrile.

lReproduced in part with permission from M.-E. Aubin-Tam and K. Hamad-Schifferli, "Gold
nanoparticle-cytochrome c complexes: the effect of nanoparticle ligand charge on protein structure,"
Langmuir, 2005, 21 (26) 12080 - 12084. Copyri'ght 2005 American Chemical Society.

J
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From 5.0 min to 35.0 min, the gradient goes from 60% to 55% of water. All solvents

have 0.1% TFA in order to sharpen peaks and improve resolution.

AET-NP runs at 3 min 26 sec, yeast cyt c at 8 min 56 sec, and the NP-YCC

complex at 8 min 34 sec without any unlabeled yeast cyt c at 8 min 56 sec. The

absorption spectrulll of NP:YCC taken at 8 min 34 sec shows a Soret band at 395nm

indicative of the presence of yeast cyt c on top of a broad curve similar to that

observed for AET-NP (Figure 4-4). The absorption spectrum taken at 8 min 56

sec is also a signature of the conjugate indicating that all yeast cyt c are labeled.

To evaluate non-specific adsorption, AET-NP:HCC conjugates were compared. The

elution curve of AET-NP:HCC lacks peaks aside from free AET-NP and free HCC

at 9 min 06 sec (Figure 4-3). The absorption spectrum at 9 min 06 sec lacks NP

features (Figure 4-4), indicating that no complex is made. This is most likely due to

strong electrostatic repulsion between the AET-NP and the HCC. Therefore, under

these conditions non-specific adsorption between AET-NP and cyt c is avoided and

AET-NP:YCC is most likely site-specifically labeled. AET-NP:YCC complexes were

collected, lyophilized and redissolved in 40mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5) for UV-vis

and CD spectroscopy. The absorption spectrum of the purified resuspended conjugate

(Figure 4-4, thick line) shows a red-shift of the Soret peak from 395nm to 408nm due

to acidity change.

4.2.2 Site-specific attachment to BPS nanoparticles

Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to show site-specific attachment of yeast cyt c to

BPS NPs. Figure 4-5 shows a 3% gel for separation of BPS-NP incubated with yeast

or horse cyt c in a ratio of 1:2 (NP:cyt c). The running buffer was 0.5 x TBE and the

field strength was 10V/cm. YCC (lane 3) and HCC (lane 5) run toward the positive

direction (upward from the well) while BPS-NPs run in the negative direction (lane

1). The BPS-NP:YCC (lane 2) and BPS-NP:HCC (lane 4) complexes are retarded

relative to BPS-NPs (selected areas in image). NP-cyt c conjugates have reduced

gel mobility compared to free NPs because of their larger size and lower net charge.

BPS-NP-CC complexes were cut from selected areas, filtered in centrifugal tubes, and
t
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Figure 4-3: Reverse-phase HPLC purification of NP-cyt c complexes. Chromatograms
of HCC, YCC, AET-NP, AET-NP:HCC and AET-NP:YCC at Soret band wavelength
(395nm). A break was introduced in the y-axis for better visualization of cyt c peaks.
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Figure 4-4: Absorption spectra at elution time indicated by arrows in Figure 4-3.
AET-NP:YCC absorption spectra also shows the absorption at 8 min 56 sec, the
eluting time of YCC chromatogram peak (qashed gray line), and the absorption of
purified AET-NP:YCC resuspended in 40mM phosphate buffer (thick black line).
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Figure 4-5: Gel electrophoresis of BPS-NP (lane 1), BPS-NP incubated with YCC
(lane 2), YCC (lane 3), BPS-NP incubated with HCC (lane 4), and HCC (lane 5).

analyzed by UV-vis spectroscopy (Figure 4-6). Both YCC and HCC complexes show

a Soret band and a broad absorption band due to the NP. The attachment of the
I

positively charged horse cyt c on the negatively charged NP surface is governed by

Coulombic interactions [131, 132, 133]. The absorptiop. spectra indicate that there is

a NP:cyt c ratio of 1:1 in the purified complexes.

To check if the NP is site-specifically and covalently labeled and not non-specifically

adsorbed onto the protein, the conjugation of yeast cyt c and horse cyt c to NPs is

compared in presence of 1M NaCl (Figure 4-7). Conditions under which yeast cyt c

form conjugates to the NPs with higher yields than horse cyt c are determined. The

NP:cyt c incubation ratio was 1.5:1 which ensures that there is at most one protein

per NP.

Lane 1 of the gel in Figure 4-7 contains free NPs which run towards the anode. '

Lanes 2 and 3 have respectively yeast and horse cyt c incubated with the NPs in 0.5 x

TBE. As observed in Figure 4-5, both yeast and horse cyt c are attaching to the NPs,

as evidenced by the appearance of a lower mobility band in both lanes. The gel with

lanes 1'-3' is blue stained for proteins (with SimplyBlue SafeStain, Invitrogen). It

confirms the presence of proteins in the /lower mobility bands and shows that all cyt
t
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Figure 4-6: UV-vis absorption spectra of sample extracted from the selected area in
lane 2 (bottom) and lane 4 (top) of Figure 4-5.

care NP-labeled as no band runs toward the cathode.

Lanes 4-6 of Figure 4-7 are the same samples but in presence of 1M NaC!. The

efficiency of horse cyt c labeling is reduced, likely due to salt screening, but the

labeling efficiency of yeast cyt c is unaffected. This is illustrated by a protein band

upon blue staining that runs towards the cathode. Absorption spectra of the bands

A and B in lane 6' confirm the presence of unlabeleq horse cyt c running towards

the cathode (Figure 4-8), as evidenced by an absorption feature at 410nm that is

assignable to the Soret peak and the absence of the broad band absorption of NPs.

Also, there is an increased intensity of the naked NP band at higher mobility in lane

6, compared to lane 5 that has the NPs incubated yeast cyt c. This shows that in

1M NaCl, attachment to the NP occurs with a higher yield for yeast cyt c than for

horse cyt c, which indicates that the conjugation is covalent for yeast cyt c and is

most likely targeted to the surface Cys residue that forms a thiol-Au bond with the

NP.

4.2.3 Site-specific attachment to PEG nanoparticles

Figure 4-9 shows gel electrophoresis of PEG-NP incubated with cyt c in a 1:10 ratio.

The PEG-NPs run upwards from the well and are net positively charged (lane 1), as
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Figure 4-7: Effect of salt on the yield of NP labeled yeast and horse cyt c. Agarose
gel electrophoresis of NP alone (lane 1), NP incubated with yeast cyt c (lane 2) or
horse cyt c (lane 3) in 0.5x TBE buffer. Lane 3-6 are idem with 1M NaC!. Lanes
1'-6' are after blue staining for proteins.
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Figure 4-8: Absorption spectra of samples extracted from gel areas A and B shown
in Figure 4-7. Absorption of NP-cyt c conjugates (solid line) is the sum of a Soret
peak at 410 nm due to cyt c and a broad absorption band due to NPs.
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Figure 4-9: 2% agarose gels in 40mM phosphate buffer of PEG-NP (lane 1), PEG-NP
incubated with YCC (lane 2), YCC (lane 3), PEG-NP incubated with RCC (lane 4),
and RCC (lane 5).
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Figure 4-10: UV-vis absorption spectra of sample extracted from the selected area in
lane 2 (bottom) and lane 4 (top) of Figure 4-9.

observed before [23].

Because both PEG-SH and the original ligand the NP was synthesized in (TPP)

are neutral, we conclude that the net charge is probably due to Au surface atoms.

This results in a situation in which the NP surface is charged but the ends of the

ligands are neutral. YCC (lane 3) and RCC (lane 5) run further towards the negative

electrode than the PEG-NP. The absorption spectra of the area selected in lane 2

(PEG-NP:YCC) shows a Soret band and a broad NP absorption, indicating that a
J

complex is formed with a NP:YCC ratio of approximately 1:3 (Figure 4-10). HCC

incubated with the PEG-NP does not show a band in between the free HCC and
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YCC
YCC dimers
AET-NP-YCC
BPS-NP-YCC
PEG-NP-YCC
HCC
BPS-NP-HCC

a helix
(%)
35
30
7

19
35
38
38

f3 strand
(%)
11
16
21
16
13
10
14

turns
(%)
18
17
34
16
17
20
18

unordored
(%)
35
36
20
49
36
33
31

Table 4.2: Secondary structure of cyt c and NP-cyt c conjugates.

free NP band (Figure 4-9, lane 4). The NP band is slightly retarded, indicating that

some protein may nonspecifically adsorb on the NP surface. However, UV-vis of the

NP band (selected area in lane 4) shows that the concentration of PEG-NP-HCC is

negligible (Figure 4-10).

4.3 Structure of nanoparticle-cyt c conjugates

The effects of NP conjugation on the structure of cyt' c are studied in vitro with

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, and in silica by molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations. The position of the labeling site is changed by inserting cysteine mu

tations elsewhere in yeast cyt c. Both the NP ligand charge and the position of

the labeled residue are found to have major impact on the structure of the protein.

CD measurements are carried out at 25°C on an Aviv Model 202 using a Imm path

length quartz cuvette. Spectral deconvolution is resolved using CDSSTR secondary

structure algorithm [134].

4.3.1 Effect of nanoparticle ligand charge on cyt c structure

CD spectroscopy provides a measure of the structure of the purified NP-cyt c conju

gates with the three different ligands (Figure 4-11 and Table 4.2?

2Reproduced in part with permission from M.-E. Aubin-Tam and K. Hamad-Schifferli, "Gold
nanoparticle-cytochrome c complexes: the effect of nanoparticle ligand charge on protein structure,"
Langmuir, 2005, 21" (26) 12080 - 12084. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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Because C102 of YCC is buried in a hydrophobic pocket, exposing it for conju

gation could perturb the structure of the protein, especially the a-helix it resides in.

Therefore, CD spectra of NP-YCC are compared with YCC-YCC dimers. The dimers

are obtained by incubating YCC with 20x copper sulfate in 200mM ammonium ac

etate during 5 hours at room temperature [135J. Figure 4-11 shows CD spectra of

YCC and YCC-YCC in 40mM phosphate buffer of pH 6.5. Far UV CD spectrum of

the dimer is predominantly a-helical and similar to monomeric YCC, with elliptic

ity minima at 222nm and 208nm. Spectral deconvolution shows a slight decrease in

a-helicity upon dimerization from 35% to 30% (Table 4.2). Structural changes upon

YCC dimerization have been also observed in the Soret region previously.

When attached to AET NPs, the CD spectrum of YCC changes dramatically by

loosing the minima at 222nm and 208nm and exhibiting a minimum at 201 nm. This

spectrum is characteristic of a random coil. Spectral deconvolution reveals that YCC

a-helicity decreases to 7% (Table 4.2). Denaturation is most likely due to electrostatic

repulsion between the NHt endgroups of AET and the numerous positive residues of

the YCC. The CD signal is reported in arbitrary units '(A.U.) as it was not possible

to use the absorption at 410nm to calculate protein concentration accurately. We

observe that the protein concentration is greater than heme concentration, most likely

because of apocyt c present in the solution. Excess AET in the solution could remove

the heme because of the high thiol concentration. This could also contribute to YCC

denaturation, as well as the low pH of the HPLC purification conditions.

When YCC is attached to BPS-NP, a-helicity decreases to 19% (Table 4.2). HCC

is known to non-specifically adsorb onto negatively charged NPs while retaining its

structure [74], which is also observed here (Figure 4-11, bottom panel). Spectral

deconvolution shows 38% a-helicity for both BPS-NP-HCC and unlabeled HCC. It is

hypothesized that because HCC is not constrained to link to the BPS-NP at a specific

site, it can adsorb in such a way that the protein structure is retained. Evidently, when

forced to link by C102, the protein puts charged residues in proximity of the negatively

charged BPS and thus distorts. Denaturation is less than for AET-NP:YCC, though

it is still significant.
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Finally, PEG-NP linked to YCC exhibits almost no denaturation (35% a-helix),

with a structure closer to monomeric YCC (Figure 4-11, open green circles). Interest

ingly, NP with a neutral ligand causes less structural distortion than dimerization with

another positively charged YCC. Evidently, the neutral PEG ligand cannot interact

electrostatically with charged groups on the YCC. Although PEG-NPs are positively

charged, their very low gel mobility indicates a lower charge density than BPS-NPs.

FUrthermore, as the positive charges are on the NP surface, they are further from the

protein surface than in the case of AET-NP:YCC complexes. Therefore, the effects

of the NP charge are lessened.

For all the spectra, CD deconvolution found j3-strand contents in the samples.

However, cyt c has only four residues that are part of 13 bridges. CD deconvolution

of a-helical proteins spectra was found before to overestimate the j3-sheet content

[136, 137]. This was presumed to be a consequence of the smaller CD signals of 13

sheets compared to a-helices above 195nm. However, the estimate of a-helix is found

to be reliable [136].

4.3.2 Effect of nanoparticle labeling position on cyt c struc-

ture

Site-directed mutagenesis has inserted Cys mutations on different motifs of yeast

cyt c [138, 139]. Details of protein expression and purification are in Appendix B.

1.5nm Au NP coated with BPS ligands are covalently linked to wild type yeast cyt

c (having C102) and four other mutants (H39C, D50C, E66C and K99C) (Figure

4-12). BPS is chosen, because it partially unfolds cyt c when attached at C102 as

shown in section 4.3.1. The Cys mutations are distributed throughout the surface of

the protein on different motifs (39 = Loop B, 50 = Loop C, 66 = 60s helix, 99 and

102 = C-tenninal helix). C102 is replaced with a serine in the four cyt c mutants.

In addition, as S. Cerevisiae cyt c expressed in E. coli lacks the trimethylation
I

at Lys72 that is found in the native protein, the K72A mutation was necessary for

preventing the heme from binding to Lys72 [140]. Pletneva et al [139] have found
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Figure 4-12: Labeling yeast cyt c (right) with 1.5nm Au NP with BPS capping groups
(left). The positions of labeled Cys in all the mutants and in wild type are marked
by arrows.

that the mutations (H39C/K72A/C102S, D50C/K72A/C102S, E66C/K72A/C102S

and K72A/K99C/C102S) do not significantly perturb the folding of the protein into

its native structure. K99C was tested in addition to C102 since C102 is buried

in a hydrophobic pocket, while K99 is exposed to the solvent. Exposing C102 for

conjugation can perturb the structure of the protein, as observed for the yeast cyt c

dimers.

CD spectroscopy confirms that all unlabeled mutapts are fully folded (Figure 4

13a) as reported before [139]. Figure 4-13bc shows the CD spectra of unlabeled wild

type (WT) yeast cyt c (line) and of each of the mutants and WT conjugated to the

NPs in 10 mM NaPi pH 7.3 with and without 0.1 M NaCl. The NP contribution to

the CD signal is subtracted and the CD spectra of NP-cyt c conjugates are normalized

to 8206=-9.5 x 103 deg cm2 dmol- I
. When cyt c is melted, an isodichroic point is found

at 8206 . Glycerol-induced denaturation leads to the same isodichroic point [141]. As

the cyt c concentration in the NP:cyt c solutions could not be computed with high

precision from the absorption spectra because of NP absorbance in the Soret region,

the CD spectra of NP-cyt c conjugates are normalized to this isodichroic value.

NP conjugation results in structural disturbance for all the proteins, as evidenced

by an increase in the molar ellipticity at 222 nm, 8222 , as well as a decrease in a

helical content (Table 4.3). We find that the choice of labeling site for the NP can

have a profound influence on the protei:\il structure, which lead to different degrees
I
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Conjugate without salt with O.lM NaCl ~a-helicity

(%) (%) (%)

H39C-NP 7.3 15.6 8.3
D50C-NP 16.2 17.5 1.3
E66C-NP 7.7 20.7 13.0
K99C-NP 4.8 6.1 1.3
C102-NP 5.6 6.9 1.3

Table 4.3: a-helical content of NP-Iabeled cyt c and change in a-helicity in presence
of O.lM NaCl.

of denaturation. The % a-helicity for each of the conjugates is different, ranging

from 4.8% to 16.2% (Table 4.3), demonstrating that denaturation is strongly affected

by where on the protein the NP is covalently linked. The a-helicity of BPS-NP

YCC(C102) reported in section 4.3.1 is higher because of different NP:YCC labeling

conditions (different buffer and NP:cyt c incubation ratio). In addition, here YCC

were incubated with 1mM DTT prior to labeling in order to break YCC dimers

and expose the Cys for conjugation. The protein is more disturbed when the NP is

attached to the C-terminal helix (K99C-NP and C10~-NP). In the absence of salt,

the D50C-NP conjugate retains its a-helicity the most. With O.lM NaCl, folding

improved in all cases to a different degree. The ampunt of structural recovery for

each of the conjugates is different, with ~a ranging from 1.3% to 13.0% (Table 4.3).

The improvement was only minimal for D50C, K99C, C102, while H39C and E66C

benefited the most.

4.4 Molecular dynamics simulations of nanoparticle-

cyt c conjugates

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations yield insight on the molecular interactions in

volved and help explaining the results of CD spectroscopy. Experimental methods

to probe individual NP-protein interaction~ (e.g. IR, Raman, and NMR) are lim

ited, as they require high amount of sample and the NPs often contribute to spectral

dampening and broadening. Therefore, MD simulations are a natural complement to
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ensenlble spectroscopic techniques like CD spectroscopy in order to yield insight on

the molecular interactions involved in NP induced structural disturbance. Peptides

and proteins were simulated before on flat surfaces [142, 143J. For example, YCC

was tethered to an alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) by covalent disulfide

bonding between the thiol of C102 and a thiolated alkanethiol. Simulations of hy

drophobic and hydrophilic SAMs showed that the hydrophilic SAM interacts more

with the protein [143J.

Simulations of proteins on NP surfaces are more challenging. Several complex

interactions occur between the NP core, the NP ligands, and the protein side-chains.

The nature of the interactions between metal surfaces and amino acids are not com

pletely understood. Furthermore, simulating all the NP atoms with its ligands re

sults in computationally expensive simulations, especially for large NPs. Molecular

dynamics simulations of NPs with ligands have been done mostly for small (diameter

of less than 2nm) Au NP with simple alkanethiolligands [144, 145, 146J. Simulations

of SAMs of alkanethiols on NPs and flat surfaces showed that the structure of the

SAM depends strongly on the alkanethiol chain length, the surface curvature and the

temperature [145]. In particular, the SAM is more tilted on NPs compared to flat

surfaces. Additionally, the ligand density is found to vary on the NP surface. The

thiolate chains located near the edges of the NP faces are more extended and acces

sible to the outside [146J. Interestingly, this is also where ligand exchange is believed

to take place [30].

Here, MD simulations are performed in order to elucidate atomistic details of the

structure and stability of NP-cyt c conjugates (methods for MD are in Appendix C)

[147J. The NP is modeled as a 1.5 nm diameter dummy atom with 21 BPS ligands

distributed on its surface. It is assumed that the protein displaces one BPS ligand

from the NP surface when it forms a thiol bond with Au, resulting in 20 BPS ligands

in the NP-protein conjugates.

MD simulations are run for 8ns at 300K.IAs unfolding of proteins on NP surfaces

can take up to hours [91], the temperature is raised to 450K to accelerate unfolding

[148J. A temperature of 450K is chose:q. as unlabeled yeast cyt c remains folded at
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NP at H39C

Figure 4-14: Comparison of a-helicity. Secondary structure is averaged over the last
500ps of simulations at 300K and at 450K. Arrows indicate the labeling sites of the
NPs.

that temperature over the course of the simulations. Figure 4-15 shows snapshots of

the protein conformation at the end of the simulation~ at 300K and at 450K, with

the NP removed for clarity. The program VMD was used to generate this figure
{

[149]. The secondary structures of cyt c are perturbed differently depending on the

NP attachment site.

To compare the simulations directly with experimental results, the average a

helicity of each residue is calculated (Figure 4-14) using STRIDE [150]. NP labeling

of residue 66 perturbs the 60's helix, while labeling residues 99 and 102 perturbs the

N-helix and the C-helix, showing that generally the NP disturbs the a-helix on which

it is attached, and often other portions of the protein.

Electrostatic effects

Figure 4-17 shows that side-chains of positively charged residues interact with BPS

ligands. Those electrostatic interactions are lYelieved to partipate to protein unfolding.

After building the protein-NP conjugate and performing initial minimization, the

distances of charged residues from the NB surface are calculated (Figure 4-16). During
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Figure 4-15: Snapshots of protein structure at the end of MD simulations at 300K
and 450K. The N-helix is represented in green, the C-helix in orange, and unfolded
a-helices in red. Folded cyt c is superimposed in white. The purple sphere indicates
NP attachment site. .'
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Figure 4-16: Distribution of (a) positively and (b) negatively charged residues around
the NP before the MD when the protein structure is intact. Dashed lines: Average
distance of BPS 0 atoms from NP surface (8 A) and one Debye length (9.6 A) away
from BPS 0 atoms at O.lM NaC!.

the MD simulations at 300K, the negatively charged oxygen atoms of BPS molecules

are found to be on average at 0.8 nm from the NP surface. The Debye length at that

salt concentration is 0.96 nm. A large proportion of charged residues are screened

at O.lM NaCI, as they are located further than 1.76nm from the NP surface, i.e.

further than 0.96nm from BPS oxygen atoms. NP-D50C conjugate has significantly

fewer charges in the vicinity of the BPS molecules. Interestingly, this conjugate is

also the most folded both experimentally and in simulations, as evidenced by least

disturbance of the a-helices (Figures 4-14 and 4-15).
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Figure 4-17: Interaction of positively charged side-chains with BPS molecules. The
snapshot is from MD simulations of E66C-NP at 450K.

The present analysis confirms the local electrostatic effects observed in NP labeling

of the wild type yeast cyt c observed when changing the charge of the NP ligand. It

also indicates that based on electrostatic arguments alone, labeling sites with the

least number of charged residues in the vicinity would result in the least amount of

structural perturbation.

Labeling structures essential for folding

The different amounts of denaturation and recovery upon charge screening cannot be

explained solely by electrostatics. In both experiments and MD, NP labeling of K99C

and C102 results in strong denaturation of the protein which is barely improved by

addition of salt (~a = +1.3%). This contrasts with the labeled E66C mutant, which

also has the surface Cys on an a-helical motif and has a similar number of charged

residues as K99C, but retains significantly more of its structure in the presence of

salt (7.7% versus 20.7% a-helicity). To understand this better, a description beyond

simple local electrostatic interactions is necessary. MD simulations and previous

studies on cyt c unfolding pathway helped describe this. When the NP is placed on

positions 99 or 102, both of which are in the C-terminal a-helix, the N- and C-terminal

helices are substantially distorted (Figures 4;14 and 4-15). This indicates that mere

presence of the NP is a large enough perturbation to prevent these helices from folding

properly. Folding studies of cyt c have shown that these positions are on a crucial
l
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motif for folding, the C-terminal helix [151]. Through hydrogen exchange experiments

on the folding of cyt c, it has been observed that the N- and C-terminal helices, known

as the N-C foldon, fold first [127] and bind together by hydrophobic residues at their

interface. Gly6, Phe10, Leu94 and Tyr97 are known to participate to the contact

between the N- and C-terminal helices. Those are the only four conserved residues

among known cyt C sequences that are not heme-binding residues [152]' underscoring

the importance of the N-C interface. Once the N-C foldon is locked in place, it guides

the folding of the rest of the protein. Simulations also support this sequential step

wise folding pathway [129, 130]. The N-C helix foldon is crucial for the stability of the

whole protein and nlutations in either the N- or the C-terminal helices significantly

affect folding [153]. In addition, this is the most stable part of the protein, and acts

as a safety pin for the entire structure, while other motifs can denature easily without

affecting the N-C helix foldon such as the 60's helix.

The hydrophobic cluster as the N-C interface is disrupted upon attachment of the

NP on the N-C foldon (Figure 4-18). Therefore, the NP prohibits not only formation

of the C-terminal helix but also the N-C helix contact, 'which affects the stability of

the entire protein.

The H39C-NP and E66C-NP conjugates also showed substantial unfolding. MD

simulations of these conjugates show that the N-terminal amino group and Lys-2

are close enough to the NP surface to form salt bridges with BPS molecules, which

eventually lead to the disruption of the N-helix, as observed in Figure 4-17.

In contrast, NP labeling at position 50 does not affect the folding of the rest of

the protein as dramatically, which is consistent with CD results. MD simulations

show that the structure of the N-C helices is still maintained in these labeled mutants

(Figures 4-15). Thus the disorder induced does not affect the N-C helix foldon and

is more localized when the NP is attached on those sites.
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a b

Figure 4-18: YCC structure with Van der Waals representation of Gly6, Phe10, Leu94
and Tyr97. a) YCC before NP labeling. b) Snapshot of MD trajectory at 450K of
K99C-NP.

4.5 Probing the activity of nanoparticle-cyt c

Cyt c is an electron transfer protein. Its redox activity can be probed by electro

chemical techniques. It is known that unfolded cyt c i~ more easily oxidized and has

a lower heme redox potential compared to well-folded cyt c [154, 155).

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) can be used to measure the cyt c heme redox potential.

Typically, a voltage is applied between a working electrode and a reference electrode

in solution. The current flow between the working and counter electrodes is plotted

versus the applied voltage. For this study, a working electrode made of a glass slide

coated with indium tin oxide (ITO) with a resistance of 8-12 ohms is used. The ITO

slides are washed in 20% (VIV) ethanolamine in Millipore water in ultrasonic bath

at 80aC during 30 minutes and rinsed with Millipore water. The ITO slides are then

functionalized with 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) by immersing the

slides overnight in 5% (VIV) of MPTMS in methanol under argon atmosphere. Then,

the slides are rinsed with ethanol and covered with a 100 p,L drop of approximately

O.lmM BPS-NPs, BPS-NP-HCC or BPS-NP-YCC solution. CV curves are obtained

at room temperature in a solution of 10m,M KPi O.lM NaCI at pH 7.3, with a platinum
I
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wire counter electrode and a AgiAgCl reference electrode.

Figure 4-19 shows the results of CV for NP-HCC conjugates immobilized on ITO.

Voltage scan rate is 10mVIs from -OAV to OAV versus AgiAgCl. A reduction poten

tial peak is present at 0.04V and an oxidation peak is at -0.08V. The CV midpoint

potential Em is -0.02V versus AgiAgCl. This value is lower than the reported value

of 0.06V for well-folded horse cyt c [108], which could be due to the protein being

destabilized when it is in the vicinity of the NP or ITO-MPTMS surface.

Figure 4-20 shows the results of CV for NP-YCC conjugates immobilized on ITO.

The voltage scan range is the same, but the rate is 100mVIs. A reduction peak is

found at -0.12V and an oxidation peak at -0.22V. Em is at -0.17V versus AgiAgCl,

which is significantly more negative than for horse cyt c on NPs. This is consistant

with the CD results, showing structural deformation of YCC when site-specifically

attached on BPS-NP.

From one ITO biofunctionalized slide to another, the height of the reduction and

oxidation waves vary. In some CV experiments, the oxidation and reduction peaks

were too small to accurately identify their position. Further characterization is needed

in order to elucidate if this is due to a low density of conjugates adsorbed on the

ITO-MPTMS surface, or to a significant proportion of proteins being electroinactive

as observed before for YCC immobilized on self-assembled monolayers on Au [98].

AFM can be used to quantify conjugates density on the electrode surface [156]. In

addition, running several CV experiments at various scan rates allow to calculate the

density of eletroactive proteins, by using equation 4.1

(4.1)

where Ip is the peak current, r is the voltage scan rate, N is the number of electroactive

molecules, n is the number of electrons transferred per electroactive molecule (one for

YCC), F is the Faraday constant, R is the ,gas constant and T the temperature.
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Figure 4-19: Cyclic voltammetry of NP-HCC conjugates and NPs immobilized on
ITO.
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Figure 4-20: Cyclic voltammetry of NP-YCe conjugates and NPs immobilized on
ITO.
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4.6 Summary

In summary, it is observed that the charge of NP ligand endgroups significantly

impacts the structure of a covalently attached, site specifically labeled protein. Au

NPs with neutral PEG ligands linked to a specific cysteine of yeast cyt c are found

to be ideal in maintaining a folded protein structure. Salt also helps in keeping the

protein more folded. Therefore, electrostatic interactions of protein side-chains with

the NP surface is a source of disturbance in the protein structure.

PEG ligands are also found to be able to block non-specific adsorption of horse

cyt c on the surface of the NP. Only negatively charged NPs are linking to horse cyt

c. The resulting BPS-NP-HCC conjugate keeps the protein well-folded as it is free to

attach to the NP by any of its surface. Denaturation is more likely when the protein

is forced to link via a specific amino acid which might be on a position that induces

unfavorable NP-protein interactions.

The site of attachment can be controlled by inserting Cys mutations elsewhere on

the surface of yeast cyt c. Attaching the NP in the vicinity of charged residues lead

to more protein disturbance, which is consistant with the fact that denaturation is

induced by electrostatic interactions with the structures nearest to the linking site.

It is also found that labeling structures that are crucial for proper folding is

detrimental for the whole protein structure. However, if the NP is attached on flexible

motifs, the disorder induced by the NP remains local.
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Chapter 5

Cytochrome c - CoFe204 magnetic

nanoparticle conjugates

Studies of magnetic NP-protein conjugates is of great importance, as bioconjugates

of magnetic NPs are exceptionally promising for many applications in magnetic res

onance imaging [3], biosensing [157], labeling, separation/capture/delivery of target

molecules [158, 159], magnetic actuating of nano/microstructures [160], and hyper

thermia [161, 162].

Interactions of protein side-chains with NPs is likely to depend on the NP material.

In order to investigate this material dependance, cobalt iron oxide magnetic NPs are

synthesized and conjugated with cyt c.

Au NPs have well-defined and controllable chemistry, and a wide variety of possible

surface ligands. However, in comparison, surface modification of Fe-based magnetic

NPs is not as versatile, so despite their utility in biology, analogous success with

bioconjugation of magnetic NPs has not yet been achieved. Consequently, despite

considerable advances made in the surface chemistry of magnetic oxide NPs [3, 163,

164, 165] conjugation to Fe-based NPs is not trivial, and much more challenging than

for Au NPs [165, 166]. Also, Au NPs and Fe-based NPs have different affinity for

protein side-chains, so we cannot assume that same rules are followed.

Therefore, in this thesis, the effect of labeling cyt c with CoFe204 NPs are ex

plored. Yeast cyt c (YCC) is site-specifically labeled via covalent attachment of
I
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cysteine (CI02) with a free thiol of meso-2.3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA), the

ligand at the surface of the NP (Figure 5-1). As a control for non-specific labeling,

horse cyt c (RCC) is attached, similarly as in the work with Au NPs. RCC can only

bind by non-specific adsorption of amino acid side chains on the surface of the NP

core and/or electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged DMSA molecules.

Protein attachment, protein secondary structure, and heme oxidation state are stud

ied by gel electrophoresis, circular dichroism and optical absorption spectroscopies.

Analogous surface modification strategies that have been successful for conjugation of

proteins to Au NPs are used. Effects of NP surface functionalization with lysine (Lys)

or hexapolyethylene glycol thiol (PEG-SR) are investigated. Structural behavior can

be explained in terms of electrostatic effects and interaction of the carboxylic amino

acids on the protein interacting with the Co and Fe atoms on the NP surface l .

5.1 Synthesis and characterization of CoFe204 nanopar-

ticles

CoFe204 NPs with oleic acid ligands are synthesized as described by Sun et al [167]. In

summary, Immol of cobalt(II) acetylacetonate, 2mmol of iron(III) acetylacetonate,

10mmol of 1,2-hexadecanediol, 6mmol of oleic acid and 6mmol of oleylamine were

mixed in 20mL benzyl ether under nitrogen and heated to 200°C for 2 hours. The

mixture was then heated to reflux at approximately 300°C for 1 hour, and cooled

down to room temperature. A black material was precipited with ethanol, and was

resuspended in hexane in the presence of 50 p,L oleic acid and 50 ILL oleylamine.

The resulting NPs were precipitated with ethanol and dissolved into toluene. This

resulted in CoFe204 NPs of 6.4 ± 0.7 nm (Figure 5-3).

Then, the NPs were solubilized in water via ligand exchange with DMSA. The

ligand exchange was done by vortex mixing 490 ILL of NPs in toluene with a fresh

1Reproduced in part with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from: M.-E. Aubin
Tam, H. Zhou and K. Hamad-Schifferli, "Structure of cytochrome c at the interface with magnetic
CoFe204 nanoparticles," Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 554-559. Copyright 2008 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Figure 5-1: Scheme of site-specific covalent attachment of yeast cyt c to DMSA
CoFe204 NPs. The NP is linked to cysteine C102 on the protein surface via a dithiol
cross-linkage with free thiol of DMSA molecules (a). To further explore the NP
protein interface, NP is co-functionalized with Lys (b) or PEG-SH (c), and then
incubated with the protein.
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Figure 5-2: 1% agarose gel electrophoresis of HCC (lane 1), YCC (lane 2), HCC
incubated with DMSA (lane 3) and YCC incubated with DMSA (lane 4). Lanes 5 and
6 contain respectively CoFe204 NPs before and after ,B-mercaptoethanol treatment.

solution of 200 gL-1 meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) in dimethyl sulfoxide

during 24 hours. The NPs precipitated after ligand exchange.

Control of NP surface chemistry is key for increased NP stability and successful

bioconjugation. As-prepared suspensions of CoFe204 NPs in water are found to

result in broad gel bands (Figure 5-2, lane 5) and to aggregate and precipitate within

hours. Also, excess DMSA can interact with YCC by dithiol formation between the

DMSA and C102, causing the positively charged proteins to run towards the positive

electrode, in the same direction as the NPs and the l NP-YCC complexes (Figure

5-2, lane 4). Both of these effects would prevent the use of gel mobility shifts to

characterize conjugation.

To prevent aggregation and improve stability, the NPs are treated with excess

,B-mercaptoethanol and magnetically purified. The NPs precipitate is resuspended

in water in the presence of 0.3M ,B-mercaptoethanol and the NP solution is put in a

sonicating bath for 30 minutes. After sonication, the NPs are purified from excess

DMSA and ,B-mercaptoethanol with a magnet. For increased purity, an additional

wash with Millipore water is done. This ,B-mercaptoethanol treatment reduces dithiol

cross-linking between NPs by the DMSA. After purification with a magnetic field and

agarose gel electrophoresis, dynamic light scattering (DLS) shows an average size of

10.6 nm (Figure 5-5), suggesting minor aggregation. TEM imaging (Figure 5-4)

shows aggregates of 1-5 NPs on average. As-treated NPs run in a gel as a narrow
J

band (Figure 5-2, lane 6). DLS measurements of these samples are identical after

several weeks, confirming improved NP stability.
1

I
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Figure 5-3: TEM image of CoFe204 NPs with oleic acids ligands.

Figure 5-4: TEM of DMSA NPs, one month after purification.

ICP-OES (SPECTRO model Ciros-Vision) is used to measure the DMSA and NP

molar ratios and to determine if the DMSA are forming a monolayer or multilayers

on the NP surface. Sulfur molar concentration is found to be 3.9 times lower than the

summation of cobalt and iron molar concentrations. Assuming 5434 atoms per NP of

that size, that would correspond to 700 DMSA molecules on each NP. A surface area

of 0.18nm2 is available per DMSA molecule, which is indicative of a single monolayer

of DMSA. Thus, the Fe and Co atoms at the NP surface are not all interacting with

DMSA molecules.

5.2 Conjugation of nanoparticles to cyt c

YCC and RCC are incubated with the synthesized DMSA NPs to form the conjugates.

In order to investigate the effect of prot~in density on the NP surface, high and low
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Figure 5-5: Dynamic light scattering measurements of DMSA CoFe204 NPs after in
cubation with JJ-mercaptoethanol, magnet purification and agarose gel electrophoresis
purification.

coverage conjugates are made. After magnet purification, approximately 0.3nmol

(for high coverage conjugates) or 0.6nmol (for low coverage) of NPs are purified and

suspended in 60 I1L of a solution of either 0.5x TBE, 2mM hexapolyethylene glycol

thiol in 0.5x TBE, or in a solution of 0.25M L-Iysine and 0.2M NaH2P04 at pH 8.

For control experiments, NPs are also suspended in 0.5x TBE with 0.25M NaCI,

in 0.5 x TBE with 3M glycine, or in 0.45M Tris buffer at pH 7. For conjugation,

7nmol of yeast or horse cyt c is added to the NP solution. Bioconjugation is rapidly

done after magnet purification, preventing the use of tcp to measure the exact NP

concentration before mixing with yeast or horse cyt c. For that reason, the cyt

c:NP incubation ratios varied slightly from sample to sample and could be measured

only after complex purification as explained below (Table 5.1). After 30 minutes of

incubation, 1% agarose gel electrophoresis are run in 0.5 x TBE with a field strength

of 10 V/ em. Samples are extracted from the gel by cutting a selected gel area and

centrifuging for 30 minutes in 0.211m centrifugal filters at 104g at 4°C.

Gel electrophoresis is used to investigate conjugation of the proteins to the NPs

(Figure 5-6). NPs run toward the positive electrode in the gel. When incubated with

HCC and YCe, the NPs have lower electrophoretic mobility (lanes 1-3), indicating

binding to both proteins. HCC has a net c~arge slightly higher than YCC at this

pH, explaining the slower mobility of NP-HCC sanlples when compared to NP-YCC.

No band indicative of free protein appears in these lanes, demonstrating that all of
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YCC conjugates # of YCC per NP HCC conjugates # of HCC per NP

low NP:YCC 12.6 NP:HCC 13.1
coverage NP-PEG:YCC 13.0 NP-PEG:HCC 12.8

NP-LYS:YCC 11.7 NP-PEG:HCC 10.0
high NP:YCC 21.3 NP:HCC 24.9
coverage NP-PEG:YCC 23.3 NP-PEG:HCC 26.6

NP-LYS:YCC 29.7 NP-PEG:HCC 25.6

Table 5.1: Average number of proteins on the surface of CoFe204 NPs with low and
high coverage. Protein coverage also corresponds to the cyt c:NP incubation ratio for
labeling, except for NP-LYS:HCC.

Figure 5-6: 1% agarose gel electrophoresis (a) of: NP (l), NP:HCC (2), NP:YCC (3),
NP-PEG (4), NP-PEG:HCC (5), NP-PEG:YCC (6), NP-Lys (7), NP-Lys:HCC (8),
NP-Lys:YCC (9) and NP-PEG-Lys:YCC (10). NP:cyt c incubation ratio is rv 1:25.

the proteins attach to the NPs under these incubation conditions. Free cyt c would

run toward the negative electrode. The fact that all ~CC are attaching shows that

there is a strong tendency for non-specific adsorption to CoFe204 NPs. NP-HCC and

NP-YCC conjugates are extracted from the bands cut out of the gel.

Optical absorption spectra of these samples (Figure 5-7) show a Soret band at

410nm indicative of cyt c on top of spectra from NPs (Figure 5-7 dash line), con

firming conjugation between the NP and protein. Absorption spectra were obtained

on a Varian Cary 50 Spectrophotometer at room temperature with a lcm pathlength

cuvette. The scan range was 800-200nm and the scan rate was 10nm per second.

Changing the NP surface ligand can diminish non-specific adsorption of proteins or

DNA [23,117,58]. We find that addition of Lys in a 1:2500 (cyt c:Lys) ratio impedes

non-specific adsorption and displaces HCC, resulting in a red band (lane 8, arrow)

indicative of free HCC that runs in the oppos.ite direction. Absorption spectra of the

sample extracted from the gel area at the arrow shows that only HCC is present with

out NPs contribution (Figure 5-8), suggesting that Lys competes with non-specific
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Figure 5-7: Absorption spectra of NP (dashed) and NP-HCC (plain) samples ex
tracted from the gel in Figure 5-6 from the bands in lane 1 and 2.

adsorption of HCC. However, Lys does not compete with YCC attachment (lane 9)

even in presence of PEG-SH (lane 10), as evidenced by a lack of a free YCC band in

those lanes. This supports that YCC is covalently attached to the NP via CI02. NP

Lys samples run slower because of reduced negative charge and higher ionic strength.

Salt is not able to compete with HCC attachment (Figure 5-9a) , showing that the

effect of Lys is not simply due to charge screening. All RCC also remain attached to

the NPs when Lys is replaced by a positively charged amine without carboxylic acid

(Tris) or an uncharged carboxylic acid (Gly) molecule (Figure 5-9bc). Tris retarded

the NPs in the gel similarly to Lys, suggesting electrostatic attachment to the NP

surface. However, Gly did not affect the NPs gel mobility. Thus, it appears that both

the carboxylic acid and the positive charge of Lys are necessary to displace HCC.

PEG-SH has been used previously to block non-specific adsorption to NP surfaces.

PEG-SH has been successful in preventing protein attachment [23] and in obstructing

interactions of protein side-chains with the NP as shown in Chapter 4. Here it could

be used to bind to free thiols on the DMSA and possibly block interactions of the

protein with the NP surface (Figure 5-1). However, incubation of the NPs with

PEG-SH in a 1:20 (cyt c:PEG-SH) ratio does not noticeably affect mobility (lane

4-6), suggesting that it cannot prevent non-specific adsorption. In addition, bands

indicative of free YCC (in the positive direction) do not appear, suggesting that the

PEG-SH cannot displace the YCC from the DMSA.
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Figure 5-8: Absorption spectra of unbound RCC (red), corresponding to lysine ab
sorption spectra (light gray) subtracted from the gel area (blue) pointed in Figure
5-6.

a) O.25M NaCI b) 3M glycine c) O.45M Tris

NP NP:HCC NP:YCC NP NP:HCC NP:YCC NP NP:HCC NP:YCC

Figure 5-9: 1% agarose gel electrophoresis of NP incubated with RCC and YCC in
presence of O.25M NaCl (a), 3M glycine (b) and 0.45M Tris (c). The incubation ratio
of-NP:cyt c is rv 1:25.
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Protein coverage is quantified fronl absorption spectra (Figure 5-7). The cyt c

concentration is calculated after substraction of NP contribution, using the extinc

tion coefficient at the Soret peak. NP concentrations are measured with ICP-OES

from iron and cobalt content. Bioconjugates with low and high protein coverage are

obtained (Table 5.1). The "low coverage" and "high coverage" NP-cyt c conjugates

have respectively approximately 12 and 25 proteins per NP, which corresponds to a

surface area of 10.7 nm2 and 5.1 nm2 available per protein on the NP surface. Cyt c

has a radius of gyration of 1.3 nm and a mean cross-sectional area of 5.3 nm2. Thus,

the "low coverage" samples have a partial monolayer of proteins on the NP surface.

The protein coverage is not a measure of the efficiency of attachment of cyt c to

NP. Gel electrophoresis already shows that all YCC and HCC in solution are absorb

ing to the NPs (except for the NP-Lys:HCC solution). Thus, the protein coverage

corresponds to the cyt c:NP incubation ratio for labeling, except for NP-Lys:HCC

solutions which had a higher cyt c:NP incubation ratio.

5.3 Structure of nanoparticle-cyt c conjugates

Far UV circular dichroism (CD) determines the secoridary structure of cyt c in the

NP:YCC (Figure 5-10) and NP:HCC (Figure 5-11) bioconjugates. CD spectra were

collected at 25°C on a Aviv Model 202 in a 1mm pathlength cuvette. At least 4 scans

taken at a scan rate of O.lnm per second in the 250-l95nm range were averaged. NPs

absorbed in the far UV, which increased the noise in the spectra and limited the

concentration of NP in the studied samples to less than 0.5 11M. The NP contribution

to the CD signal is subtracted. Both YCC and HCC show a decrease in a-helicity

when attached to NPs, as indicated by a higher mean residue molar ellipticity at

222nm (()222, Table 5.2). An isodichroic point is observed at approximately 205 nm,

indicative of a helix-coil transition. Co-functionalization of the NPs with Lys helps to

maintain the YCC structure, as demonstrated by an decrease in ()222' Minimal effects

of PEG-SH on the structure of the protein on CoFe204 NPs are observed. Higher

protein coverage tends to improve foldi~,g for both YCC and HCC.
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Figure 5-11: Circular dichroism of NP-HCC complexes with low (top) and high (bot
tom) protein coverage.
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yee conjugates 8222 Hee conjugates 8222
cyt c YCC -10.3 HCC -12.4
low NP:YCC -5.1 NP:HCC -10.3
coverage NP-PEG:YCC -5.3 NP-PEG:HCC -10.3

NP-LYS:YCC -6.8 NP-PEG:HCC -11.1
high NP:YCC -6.4 NP:HCC -11.0
coverage NP-PEG:YCC -6.7 NP-PEG:HCC -10.8

NP-LYS:YCC -8.1 NP-PEG:HCC -11.3

Table 5.2: Secondary structure analysis. 8222 units are 103 deg cm2 dmol- 1 .

Heme spectra also yield information on protein secondary structure. At normal

pH, reduction of the heme red-shifts the Soret peak of cyt c from 408nm to 416nm,

and splits the Q-band from a broad absorption at 530nm into two peaks at 520nm

and 550nm. It is known that as cyt c unfolds, its redox potential decreases and the

heme is thus more readily oxidized [154, 155]. The measured redox state can be

affected by redox partners in solution and by the degree of unfolding (which changes

the environment of the heme, hence its redox potential). Here, NP contribution is

subtracted from the absorption spectra of NP-cyt c co~plexes, and we observe that

the Soret (rv410nm) and Q-band (520-550nm) absorption are changing with protein

coverage (Figure 5-12). Higher protein coverage results in more reduced proteins, as

it raises the Q-band intensity at 520nm and 550nm and red-shifts the Soret peak.

This change in the redox state of the heme is most likely due to changes in protein

structure, as the possible redox partners in solution would be the same for both

coverages. This is consistent with CD, showing that electron transfer functions of cyt

c are affected by the NP.

In the previous chapter, the use of the neutral PEG-SH as ligand for Au NPs was

able to keep YCC fully folded. Similarly in the present study, the positively charged

Lys molecules reduce the net charge of the CoFe204 NPs, maintaining YCC more

folded. This suggests that electrostatic interactions are a source of YCC denaturation

when covalently attached on CoFe204 NPs.

One novelty of this study was to find that HCC was also disturbed when non

specifically linked to the surface of CoFe204 NPs, as opposed to what was observed
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Figure 5-12: Electronic absorption spectra in the Soret and Q-band region for NP-cyt
c conjugates with low and high protein coverage.

for HCC electrostatically attached to BPS Au NPs. Figure 5-13 shows that ()222 of

HCC is increased only when attached on CoFe204' This observed disturbance is

most likely due to interactions with the NP core material. Effectively, non-specific

adsorption can result from the interaction of the ca!rboxylic acids on the protein

with surface Co/Fe. Studies of Fe304 NPs and Co NPs surfaces have shown that

carboxylic acids coordinate strongly to Co or Fe surface atoms [168, 169], so residues

that are most likely to adsorb are aspartic acids (Asp) and glutamic acids (Glu). The

presence of Lys decreases non-specific adsorption to the NPs, as shown by improved

protein structure and by the lower affinity of HCC for NPs. This might occur by

Lys coordinating its carboxylic acids group to Co/Fe atoms on the surface, thus

preventing adsorption of the carboxylic acids on the protein. The fact that higher

protein coverage improves folding is consistent with this hypothesis, as fewer protein

carboxylic acids can non-specifically interact with the NP surface due to crowding. A

major decrease in activity has been observed for proteins attached to Fe-based NPs

[90], possibly due to similar structural deformation.

Although PEG-SH has been used successfully to improve protein structure linked
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Figure 5-13: Circular dichroism of HCC conjugated to Au and CoFe204 NPs.

to or adsorbed on Au NPs, no significant effects of PEG-SH on the protein structure

is observed for CoFe204 NPs.

Structural behavior of YCC can be explained in terms of residues in the local

vicinity of the C102. Several charged residues within 1.0 nm of C102 (E21, R38,

K99, E103) are likely to interact with DMSA and the NP surface (Figure 5-14, left,

from PDB # 1YCC [170]). Because HCC is not cop-strained by the C102 linkage,

any charged residue can interact with the NP. However, nine of the twelve carboxylic

acids residues on HCC are grouped on the same surface (Figure 5-14, right, from PDB

# 1HRC [171]) close to the positive end of the protein dipole moment (residue 82)

[131]. Interaction of those residues with the NP surface is prone to lead to a-helices

deformation as seven of them are part of helical motifs.

5.4 Summary

Yeast and horse cyt c are successfully attached to 6nm cobalt iron oxide magnetic

oxide NPs. For yeast cyt c, the linkage is site-specific via a covalent bond between

cysteine CI02 and the thiol of the NP ligand. As a control for the site specificity of

attachment and for a better characterization of non-specific interactions, horse cyt

c is also linked to NPs non-specifically,! The protein side-chains of horse cyt c can
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Figure 5-14: Ribbon structure of YCC (left) and HCC (right) with Van der Waals
representation of carboxylic acid side-chains.

adsorb on the NP by electrostatic interactions and by linkage of carboxylic acids of

glutamic acid and aspartic acid of the protein with cobalt and iron atoms.

It is found that co-functionalization of CoFe204 NPs with lysine can displace non

specific adsorption. Lys competes with horse cyt c attachment, but not with yeast

cyt c, confirming covalent site-specific attachment of yeast cyt c. Salt, glycine or tris

are not able to displace horse cyt c, indicating that both the carboxylic acid and the

positive charge of lysine are contributing to displacing horse cyt c.

The NP has a strong tendency to disturb the pr6tein structure but lysine aids

In maintaining a folded structure as shown by CD, most probably by decreasing

the net charge of the NP as well as by preventing direct adsorption of carboxylic

acids side-chains on cobalt and iron atoms. PEG-SH does not significantly improve

protein structure or non-specific adsorption. Further studies include studying the

effect of longer polyethylene glycol thiols on the structure of site-specific NP-proteins

conjugates. Heme optical absorption studies are consistent with CD, showing that

higher protein coverage improves folding.

These results are significant for applications which utilize proteins adsorbed on

surfaces or nanostructures that are charged or known to interact with carboxylic acids.

For improved activity of proteins, particular caution should be taken to impede strong

non-specific bonding between the protein side-chains and the NPs.
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Chapter 6

Conelusions

6.1 Summary

This thesis investigates the NP-protein interface in order to build a set of rules to

optimize protein structure and activity when immobilized on NP surface. Protein

behavior is studied as a function of relevant parameters such as the NP surface chem

istry, the NP material, the nature of the NP-protein attachment (covalent versus

non-covalent), the density of proteins on the NP slfrface, and the position of the

labeled site.

For this study, the proteins ribonuclease S and cytochrome c are covalently linked

to Au and CoFe204 NPs by attachment of a specific surface cysteine. The cysteine

forms a thiol-Au bond with Au NPs or a thiol-thiol bond with the thiolated ligand

of CoFe20 4 NPs.

Ribonuclease S is labeled with a 3nm Au NPs by utilizing its two-piece struc

ture. The smallest fragment, S-peptide, is mutated with a unique cysteine at its

N-terminus which serves as the NP attachment site. Covalent attachment through

thiol-Au interaction is confirmed by retained gel mobility after incubation with a

competing thiolated molecule, mercaptopropionic acid. The NP-peptide conjugate is

self-assembled with the other portion, S-protein, to form a complete and functioning

enzyme. NP gel mobility decreases with peptide labeling and S-protein association.

Gel electrophoresis also shows that there is an optimum S-peptide coverage for S-
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I protein attachment. Surface plasmon resonance is red-shifted upon incubation of

the NP-peptide conjugates with S-protein. Moreover, incubation with an excess of

S-peptide lacking the mutated cysteine was able to remove S-protein from the NP

surface. These results support site-specific labeling. The enzymatic activity of Au

labeled ribonuclease S is determined using RNA substrate with a FRET couple. The

measured turnover rate is approximately two orders of magnitude lower, most likely

because of negative charges and steric hindrance in close proximity of the S-peptide

which could impede RNA in reaching the active site.

Yeast cyt c is linked on specific sites to NPs of various material and surface charge.

For 1.5nm Au NPs, the neutral ligand and the presence of salt in the buffer improves

folding. Molecular dynamics simulations of the conjugate reveal that electrostatic

interactions with the NP ligand lead to local unfolding of a-helices of cyt c. All of

this indicates that electrostatic interactions of charged amino acids with the charged

ligands are prone to lead to protein denaturation. Furthermore, the attachment site

can be controlled by mutations of surface residues to cysteines. Denaturation of

yeast cyt c is worst for NP linked on motifs that are more crucial for folding. Horse

cyt c attached to Au NPs by electrostatic interactions remains folded, which is not

surprising as proteins are more likely to be disturbed when they are forced to link

by a specific site. However, for 6nm CoFe204 NPs, yeast cyt c and horse cyt care

both disturbed by the NP attachment even if the linkage is non-covalent for the

latter. Lysine and higher protein coverage are able to help folding by reducing the

electrostatic unfavorable interactions and by decreasing the ratio of carboxylic acids

that can interact with surface NP atoms.

These studies show that careful choice of ligand, material, attachment site and

NP-protein stoichiometry can favor labeling at a specific unique site while retaining

protein structure. These results have important implication for applications in which

proteins are covalently linked to nanoscale systems as for sensors, energy harvesting

complexes or protein assembly.
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coverage sterically hinders assembly of the protein-cofactor.

Figure 6-1: Effects of NP ligand, NP material, coverage and labeling site.

6.2 General labeling strategies

Overall, in synthesizing NP-protein conjugates, a general strategy for creating a bio

logically functional NP-protein conjugate is necessary.: Because non-specific binding

often leads to protein unfolding, the general goal of this strategy is to determine how

to block non-specific adsorption on NP and maintain protein structure and function.

This thesis shows that protein structure and function are influenced by the chemical

nature of the NP ligand, the NP material, the coverage of protein on the NP, and the

labeling site on the protein (Figure 6-1).

Choice of NP ligand

The NP ligand in a NP-protein conjugate can greatly influence protein structure. It

is in close contact with the protein, and can interact with nearby residues, so choosing

the right NP ligand is crucial.

In covalent NP-protein conjugates, ligands with charged species as endgroups are

likely to denature the protein via electrostatic effects. Here, cytochrome c is covalently

linked to 1.5nm Au NPs. The protein is <denatured when the NP ligands are charged,
I
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but remains folded when it is a neutral PEG ligand.

In the event of non-covalently bound proteins, the NP ligand can also influence

protein structure. There are examples of how one can exploit the ability of the sur

face coating ligand of the NP to interact with proteins in a specific way, permitting

control over the protein structure [31]. For example, NPs functionalized with posi

tively charged NP ligands can interact with a peptide of a sequence with aspartates

positioned at specific intervals. Upon incubation of the peptide with the NPs, the

interaction between the two species induces folding of the peptide into an a-helix as

measured by CD spectroscopy [32].

Charged ligands can also prevent or enhance linking chemistry via electrostatic

repulsion or attraction and dramatically affect non-specific adsorption. PEG has

been used to prevent non-specific adsorption for bulk 2D surfaces, NP and nanorod

surfaces [55, 23, 50]. Here, PEG's floppy chains and charge neutrality prevented the

non-specific adsorption of cyt c on NPs.

Choice of NP material

In addition, the NP material can affect protein struc~ure and activity in the conju

gate. For example, if amino acid side-chains have a strong affinity for a particular

material, it could lead to strong non-specific interactions between the protein and

NP and result in protein denaturation. NP materials for bioconjugates have been

mostly of noble metals such as Au, magnetic oxide materials, and semiconductors for

quantum dots. Quantum dots are typically coated with silica shell which largely re

sists protein adsorption. Au is relatively inert, though primary amines and carboxylic

acid groups have been known to interact with Au. Magnetic nanoparticles utilized in

biological applications are typically magnetic oxides, such as Fe304, Fe203, CoFe204'

and MnFe204. Carboxylic acid groups have a strong affinity for the metal ions in the

surface of the NP, and can coordinate to them. Interaction of carboxylic acids with

iron [168), cobalt [169), and titanium [172] have been observed.

In the present study, a different protein behavior is observed for immobilization

on CoFe204 NPs compared to Au NPs.,' Horse cyt c linked to CoFe204 is disturbed
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by the NP attachment even if the linkage is non-covalent. Interactions between the

protein carboxylic acid side-chains and surface cobalt and iron atoms are believed to

be in cause. Higher protein coverage could improve folding as less carboxylic acids

can interact with surface NP atoms.

Coverage on the NP surface

The NP-protein stoichiometry can also influence protein structure and activity. By

immobilizing several proteins per NP, one can take advantage of multivalency [173]

and exploit the cooperative effects. Polyvalency is especially useful for recognition

and sensing applications, because of increased affinity for substrate. Considerable

enhancement of the conjugate efficiency and selectivity is thus achieved [174].

High protein coverages on the NP surface could lead to crowding, and thus affect

protein folding and also activity. Steric issues such as blocking of binding of the

substrate may occur. Single molecule spectroscopy has been used to calculate the

number of proteins per NP [175] , and it has been determined that the coverage is

actually a distribution. In the case of Qdots functionalized with maltose binding

protein, a Poisson distribution was obtained [176]. HE;re, higher coverage on the NP

surface has been shown to improve protein folding for linked and adsorbed cyt c on

CoFe204 NPs as less non-specific interaction with the NP surface are possible.

When linking NPs to proteins by using specific affinity for a cofactor, the density

of cofactors on the NP surface will influence the labeling efficiency. For the labeling

of ribonuclease S in two-step as described in this work, there is an optimum S-peptide

coverage on the NP surface. A minimum coverage is necessary to reduce non-specific

adsorption of S-proteins, but too high coverage sterically hinders the assembly of

ribonuclease S.

Choice of NP labeling site

Finally, the choice of site on the protein can affect protein structure and activity.

Interactions between the NP ligand or NP surface is typically with amino acids in

the local vicinity of the labeling site. Therefore, these interactions would be strongly
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I influenced if the labeling site on the NP has a different local environment. Choosing

a specific labeling site on the protein is crucial for creating a functional NP-protein

conjugate.

Here, Au NPs introduce a different amount of disorder in cyt c depending on the

position of the labeling site. Protein unfolding is more severe for NP attached in the

vicinity of charged amino acids. When the NP is attached on the most essential motif

for cyt c folding (N-C helices), it induces more structural disturbance. This motif is

also the most stable of the protein. MD simulations indicate that the conjugates

that disrupt the hydrophobic cluster at the interface between the N-terminal and

C-terminal a-helices are also the ones that are the most unfolded as revealed by

CD. Based on this, it is preferable to label flexible and loosely folded motifs instead

of nucleation centers for folding, which typically include the most common labeling

targets, the N- or C-termini. Furthermore, this result suggests that the NP can be

used to introduce local denaturation.

A very large family of proteins have the N- and C-terminal motifs in contact, which

has been suggested to control initial folding [151]. Incid~ntally, protein termini are the

most common NP labeling sites: His tags that are typically put at N or C termini are

convenient for cloning, labeling chemistry, and purification of the conjugate. However,

if the protein is part of the very large family that possesses the N-C contact [151],

it could potentially be the worst site for labeling, resulting in protein denaturation

that cannot be rescued by salt screening, and ultimately loss of biological function.

For these systems, labeling of low stability motifs would be optimal. In addition to

choosing the least stable motifs for labeling, sites should also have minimal charged

residues in the vicinity to reduce electrostatic interactions. It is found in the present

study that the amount of denaturation for a given site correlates with the number of

charged amino acids in the local vicinity of the NP labeling site.
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6.3 Further studies

Effect of NP size

NP size can also affect protein structure and activity. For larger NPs, the effective

protein surface area it can access is larger, so it may increase the likelihood of dena

turing the protein as was obserbed for NP-Iysozyme conjugates [69]. Also, smaller

NPs due to their higher curvature will have a fewer number of NP ligands that can

interact with the protein side-chains. In addition, the surface area on the NP acces

sible to the protein will be lower, and could potentially result in less denaturation.

With regards to activity, larger NPs may sterically prevent substrates from reaching

the binding site or active site more than for smaller NPs.

Several issues should be addressed in the study of the effect of NP size. First, one

important requirement is to synthesize NPs with exactly the same ligand coverage,

which might be difficult to obtain or to test for. This will insure that the effect

observed is really due to the NP curvature and not to a different ligand density at

the surface of the NP. Furthermore, increasing the Np'size too much may result in

NP solubility problems, as larger NPs are more difficult to keep soluble.

When the NP reaches a large enough size, the protein should behave as if it was

immobilized on a flat surface, which is nothing else than an infinitely large NP. The

critical size at which the NP can be considered as a flat surface depends on the size

of the protein.

A study of the structure of cyt c covalently linked on NPs of various sizes could

give insight on those effects. For larger NPs the disorder in the protein might not be

as localized as what was observed for 1.5nm NPs. Therefore, the protein might be

globally denatured to a same degree for all labeling positions.

The NP size would also probably affect the NP-RNase S conjugates. It was ob

served that the affinity of S-proteins for the NP-SI8 complex depends on the S18

coverage. It is likely to also depends on the NP size. In addition, it would be in

teresting to investigate the effects of NP size on the ribonucleatic activity of the

complex.
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Labeling larger proteins

Most of the proteins that have been labeled with NPs so far are small and relatively

simple. Labeling larger proteins that have much more complex functions is more

challenging as engineering unique labeling sites may not be possible using all the

strategies above. Hainfeld and coworkers [37] have demonstrated that site-specific

labeling of a large protein complex can be achieved, enabling EM imaging that can

reconstruct a three dimensional representation of the complex. This also shows that

spectroscopic techniques are continually improving and becoming more sophisticated.

In vivo labeling

Another important challenge consists of labeling proteins in vivo. There are numerous

exciting applications being developed for NP in biology, which become all the more

powerful when employed in cells, tissue, and organisms. The strategies for labeling

will become much more complex as protein folding is quite different inside the crowded

environments in cells, and techniques for assaying structJlre and function will also face

new challenges. Ting and coworkers have recently developed strategies for in vivo site

specific attachment of streptavidin-quantum dots conjugates to biotinylated proteins

[177].

Molecular dynamics simulations as a tool for choosing the optimal site for

labeling

In the present study, MD simulations show that a charge NP induces structural

disorder on the protein on which it is attached. Even if MD simulations are usually

significantly shorter than the unfolding timescale, results from MD simulations are

found to be consistent with experimental data.

This opens up a whole new avenue for the selection of optimum labeling sites.

Simulations of several NP-protein conjugates in parallel is signiticantly less time con

suming than the production of many mutants with site-directed Cys mutations. A

systematic study of several other labeling sites will allow to identify other "rules" to
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Furthermore, it would allow the use of NPs to study structure-function relation

ship in proteins. MD simulations could locate the NP attachment sites that induce

a structural disturbance that remains local. Testing experimentally the activity of

those NP-protein conjugates would allow to determine the role of these specific parts

of the protein in its function.
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Appendix A

Derivation of kinetic parameters of

ribonucleatic activity from

fluorescence intensity

The enzyme E reacts with substrate S to produce product P in the following reaction.

We assume that [S] « KM

with KM = k-17k2 which represents the substrate concentration at which the

reaction velocity is half-mamimum.

This leads to most of the enzyme having their active site empty, thus [E) ~ [E]total

d d[E] "-' aan dt "-' .

From the expression for d1~] and ~, we get

and

E + S <: kl :: > ES k 2 :> P + E
k-l

drS]
- = k_ 1 [ES] - k1[E][S]
dt
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(AA)

(A.5)

(A.6)

after integrating (A.6), we get

(A.7)

where [S]o is the initial concentration of substrate.

The substrate concentration [S] at a certain time is proportional to the final

fluorescence intensity If minus the fluorescence intensity at that time I.

[S] = A[If - I]

[S]o = A[If - 10]

where A is a proportionality constant.

With ~: = k~;:lk2 and [E] ~ [E]total' we obtain
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Appendix B

Cytochrome c mutants expression,

purification and labeling

Wild type cyt c from yeast S. Cerevisiae was purchased (Sigma). Plasmids for

mutants were obtained from the groups of Harry Gray and Jay Winkler [138].

Received plasmids were sequenced at the MIT Biopolymers facility and compared

to the sequences in the literature to verify the placement of the mutations. The plas

mids were cloned into E.coli BL21DE3 Star cells (Invitrogen). To increase the yield of

protein production, the cyt c maturation gene cassette pEC86 with Chloramphenicol

(ChI) resistance [178] and the cyt c plasmid with Ampicillin (Amp) resistance were

co-transformed. Colonies from LB agar plates with 100Jlgjml Amp and 34Jlgjml ChI

were screened for best cyt c expression in 5mL of TB medium containing 100Jlgjml

Amp and 34Jlgjml ChI grown for 24 hours shaking at 37°C. When possible, colonies

were selected by the pink color of the cell pellet (due to presence of cyt c) and saved

for frozen stocks.

Cells from frozen stocks were used to inoculate 10 ml of TB medium contain-

ing 100Jlgjml Amp and 34Jlgjml of ChI. After overnight growth, large TB cultures

(5-10L) containing 100Jlgjml Amp and 34Jlgjml of ChI were inoculated. The cells

were grown for 36 hours at 37°C. Cells were' harvested by centrifugation and resus

pended in 10 mM NaPi buffer (pH 7.0). To isolate the protein, the cells were lysed

by French Press at 28 PSI (Constant Systems Basic Z Model). 20nM deoxyribonucle-
I'
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I ase, 1mM phenylmethanesulphonylfluoride (PMSF) and 1mM dithiothreitol (DTT)

were added and the suspension was centrifuged at 6,000 rpm for 30 min and the

supernatant was collected. To purify the protein, the solution was loaded onto a

Fast Flow CM Sepharose Econo-column equilibrated with 20 mM NaPi buffer with

1mM DTT and 1mM PMSF (pH 7.0). Cyt c was eluted with a stepwise salt gradient

(0-0.5 M NaCl). Protein was further purified by ion-exchange chromatography with

a Mono S Sepharose column using a FPLC system with same buffer. The last purifi

cation step was size exclusion chromatography with TSK-gel G4000PW column on a

HPLC system (Varian ProStar). Purity of the protein was confirmed with SDS-Page

gel electrophoresis. Concentrations of proteins were determined using an extinction

coefficient of 106.1 mM-1 cm-1 at 410nm.

Immediately before conjugation, cyt c were washed from excess DTT with 5kDa

centrifugal filters at 4°C, and resuspended in 10mM NaPi buffer at pH 7.3 with or

without 0.1M NaC!. NPs were attached to cyt c by incubation overnight in same

buffer at 4°C and then studied by CD and absorption spectroscopy.
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Appendix C

Molecular dynamics simulations

MD simulations were performed using the CHARMM program version 32 [179], with

a generalized Born with simple switching (GBSW) implicit solvent [180]. A 20A cut

off was applied for nonbonded interactions with a switch function between 16A and

20A. The param22 atom force field [181] was used and modified to include NP param

eters. The NP core was modeled as one dummy atom with Lennard-Jones parameters

(epsilon=-0.02 and rm in=14A) such that BPS ligands or protein side-chains cannot

penetrate into the NP volume. Each BPS ligand was lpodeled explicitly with partial

charges estimated from known parameters for the benzene ring and methyl sulfate.

The BPS molecule was constructed from the coordinates of a triphenylphosphine

molecule linked to an Au atom [182]. 21 BPS molecules were uniformly distributed

on the NP surface. The proteins were constructed from PDB coordinates (PDB ID#

2BCN) [183] and mutated accordingly. The heme was covalently linked to Cys 14

and 17. Covalent bonds were also maintained between the heme iron and Met 80 and

His 18, which are assumed to remain formed during the timescale of our simulations

[129]. Cyt c was linked to the NP surface by replacing one BPS ligand by the la

beled Cys. To prevent the formation of close contacts, the protein was approached

to the NP sequentially by steps of lA, performing an energy minimization between

each step, until the S atom of the thiol reached the target coordinate. During energy

minimization and dynamics, the position of the S atom of the labeled Cys and the P

atoms of BPS ligands were fixed at loA, from the NP center, based on the reported
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I P-Au and S-Au bond lengths [182, 184].

Leap-frog dynamics trajectories were carried out with 2fs timesteps and the shake

algorithm was used to constrain the bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The system

was heated from 48K to 300K for 20 ps and then equilibrated at 300K during 8 ns.

The system was also heated from 48K to 450K for 40 ps and then equilibrated at

450K during 8 ns.
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Topology of BPS ligand

The following is added to top_al122_prot_cmap:

RESI BPS -2.00 BPS molecule

GROUP

ATOM P PT 0.345

GROUP CG1, CD1, CG2, etc ... (with S03-)

ATOM CGl CA -0.115 I

GROUP I

ATOM CDl CA -0.115 I HD3 HE3

ATOM HDl HP 0.115 I

GROUP I CD3--CE3

ATOM CEl CA -0.115 I II \\

ATOM HEl HP 0.115 AU-P--------CG3 CG4--HG4

GROUP \ \ -- I

ATOM CD2 CA -0.115 \ CD4--CE4

ATOM HD2 HP 0.115 \ : I

GROUP \ HD4 HE4

ATOM CE2 CA -0.115 \

ATOM HE2 HP 0.115 \

GROUP CG5 etc ... (with S03-)

ATOM CG2 CA -0.115

ATOM Sl S03 1.065

ATOM 01 0 -0.650 partial charges on 0 from OS03 in top_al127_prot_lipid

ATOM 02 0 -0.650

ATOM 03 0 -0.650

GROUP

ATOM CG3 CA -0.115

GROUP
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ATOM CD3 CA -0.115

ATOM HD3 HP 0.115

GROUP

ATOM CE3 CA -0.115

ATOM HE3 HP 0.115

GROUP

ATOM CG4 CA -0.115

ATOM HG4 HP 0.115

GROUP

ATOM CD4 CA -0.115

ATOM HD4 HP 0.115

GROUP

ATOM CE4 CA -0.115

ATOM HE4 HP 0.115

GROUP CG1, CD1, CG2, etc ... (with 803-)

ATOM CG5 CA -0.115 I

GROUP I

ATOM CDS CA -0.115 I HD3 HE3

ATOM HD5 HP 0.115 I

GROUP I CD3--CE3

ATOM CE5 CA -0.115 I II \\

ATOM HE5 HP 0.115 AU-P--------CG3 CG4--HG4

GROUP \ \ -- I

ATOM CD6 CA -0.115 \ CD4--CE4

ATOM HD6 HP 0.115 \

GROUP \ HD4 HE4

ATOM CE6 CA -0.115 \

ATOM HE6 HP 0.115 \

GROUP CG5 etc ... (with 803-)

ATOM CG6 CA -0.115
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ATOM 82 803

ATOM 04 0

ATOM 05 0

ATOM 06 0

1.065

-0.650

-0.650

-0.650

BOND P CGl CDl CEl CG2 CE2 CD2 CGl

BOND CDl HDl CEl HEl CG2 81 81 01

BOND 81 02 81 03 CE2 HE2 ,CD2 HD2

BOND P CG3 CD3 CE3 CG4 CE4 CD4 CG3

BOND CD3 HD3 CE3 HE3 CG4 HG4

BOND CE4 HE4 CD4 HD4

BOND P CG5 CD5 CE5 CG6 CE6 CD6 CG5

BOND CD5 HD5 CE5 HE5 CG6 82 82 04

BOND 82 05 82 06 CE6 HE6 CD6 HD6

DOUBLE CGl CDl CEl CG2 CE2 CD2

DOUBLE CG3 CD3 CE3 CG4 CE4 CD4

DOUBLE CG5 CD5 CE5 CG6 CE6 CD6

ACCEPTOR 01

ACCEPTOR 02

ACCEPTOR 03

ACCEPTOR 04

ACCEPTOR 05

ACCEPTOR 06

IC CDl P *CGl CD2 1.4059 120.3200 -177.9600 120.7600 1.4062

IC P CGl CDl CEl 1.5109 120.3200 -177.3700 120.6300 1.4006

IC CEl CGl *CDl HDl 1.4006 120.6300 179.7000 119.6500 1.0814

IC P CGl CD2 CE2 1.5109 120.7600 177.2000 120.6200 1.4002

IC CE2 CGl *CD2 HD2 1.4002 120.6200 -178.6900 119.9900 1.0811

IC CGl CDl CEl CG2 1.4059 120.6300 -0.1200 119.9300 1.4004

IC CG2 CDl *CEl HEl 1.4004 119.9300 -179.6900 120.0100 1.0808

IC CG2 CD2 *CE2 HE2 1.4000 ll~. 9600 -179.9300 119.8700 1.0811
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IC CE1 CE2 *CG2 81 1.4004 119.9800 179.5100 119.9700 1.0807

IC CG2 02 *81 03 1.5109 112.7600 118.2700 109.1000 1.1119

IC CG2 02 *81 01 1.5109 112.7600 -123.8300 111.1100 1.1113

IC 02 81 CG2 CE2 1.5594 112.7600 90.0000 120.3200 1.4059

IC CD3 P *CG3 CD4 1.4059 120.3200 -177.9600 120.7600 1.4062

IC P CG3 CD3 CE3 1.5109 120.3200 -177.3700 120.6300 1.4006

IC CE3 CG3 *CD3 HD3 1.4006 120.6300 179.7000 119.6500 1.0814

IC P CG3 CD4 CE4 1.5109 120.7600 177.2000 120.6200 1.4002

IC CE4 CG3 *CD4 HD4 1.4002 120.6200 -178.6900 119.9900 1.0811

IC CG3 CD3 CE3 CG4 1.4059 120.6300 -0.1200 119.9300 1.4004

IC CG4 CD3 *CE3 HE3 1.4004 119.9300 -179.6900 120.0100 1.0808

IC CG4 CD4 *CE4 HE4 1.4000 119.9600 -179.9300 119.8700 1.0811

IC CE3 CE4 *CG4 HG4 1.4004 119.9800 179.5100 119.9700 1.0807

IC CD5 P *CG5 CD6 1.4059 120.3200 -177.9600 120.7600 1.4062

IC P CG5 CD5 CE5 1.5109 120.3200 -177.3700 120.6300 1.4006

IC CE5 CG5 *CD5 HD5 1.4006 120.6300 179.7000 119.6500 1.0814

IC P CG5 CD6 CE6 1.5109 120.7600 177.2000 120.6200 1.4002

IC CE6 CG5 *CD6 HD6 1.4002 120.6200 -178.6900 119.9900 1.0811

IC CG5 CD5 CE5 CG6 1.4059 120.6300 -0.1200 119.9300 1.4004

IC CG6 CD5 *CE5 HE5 1.4004 119.9300 -179.6900 120.0100 1.0808

IC CG6 CD6 *CE6 HE6 1.4000 119.9600 -179.9300 119.8700 1.0811

IC CE5 CE6 *CG6 82 1.4004 119.9800 179.5100 119.9700 1.0807

IC CG6 05 *82 06 1.5109 112.7600 118.2700 109.1000 1.1119

IC CG6 05 *82 04 1.5109 112.7600 -123.8300 111.1100 1.1113

IC 05 82 CG6 CE6 1.5594 112.7600 90.0000 120.3200 1.4059
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Parameters for BPS ligand

The following parameters are added to par_al122_prot_cmap:

!BONDS

CA S03

S03 0

350.0

540.0

1.725

1.448 !from methyl sulfate

!ANGLES

CA CA S03

CA S03 0

o S03 0

65.0

85.0

130.000

120.0

98.0

109.47

from methylsulfate for 02L SL OSL

35.00 2.45! from methyl sulfate

!DIHEDRALS

X CA S03 X

!VAN DER WAALS

!Au NP

0.0000 3 0.00

AU 0.0000 -0.0200 14.0000
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CHARMM code for the construction of the BPS nanoparticle

LOAD RTF, PARAM

stream .. /project/setup.str

,============================

! Setup the NP molecule

!============================

set xl 6.086259647018915

set yl -4.046259579269158

set zl -6.825337129127159

set x2 9.738358289087264

set y2 1.752710471533869

set z2 -1.446507461557287

set x3 8.383512039931800

set y3 -5.372991351726756

set z3 0.920700717164942

set x4 -8.677616086752074

set y4 4.675761160885062

set z4 -1.684113006095614

set x5 -0.000000000000000

set y5 0.000000000000001

set z5 -10.000000000000000

set x6 -9.590468679102566

set y6 -2.809029203531201

set z6 0.363683170990274

set x7 3.837314437461909

set y79.120450117737915

set z7 -1.446515661132232
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set x8 2.667646902709770

set y8 -9.489330053104846

set z8 -1.684124444838970

set x9 1.646946517105476

set y9 -7.729360024691036

set z9 6.127361649070694

set xl0 -3.412267277266833

set yl0 9.354611398620026

set z10 0.920694091054292

set xll -7.203926746610883

set yll -0.853098918758342

set zll -6.882998014257861

set x12 -5.537498366024247

set y12 -4.435133725666581

set z12 7.047389636009469

set x13 -2.405903977954827

set y13 -6.843690509480070

set z13 -6.882988178059987

set x14 -4.835803769072720

set y14 -8.745439778685821

set z14 0.363710027909284

set x15 5.470694502945826

set y15 4.381634964644694

set z15 -7.132515453333515

set x16 0.000000000000000

set y16 0.000000000000000

set z16 10.000000000000000

set x17 6.926254198362567

set y17 5.547453498947547

set z17 4.610071849405336
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set x18 6.809317437380654

set y18 -1.531724791696047

set z18 7.161495318680831

set x19 -2.619295915252131

set y19 6.823055760508149

set z19 -6.825335083154531

set x20 -0.007554523765784

set y20 6.979466043336965

set z20 7.161494025626002

set x21 -7.183059061995936

set y21 3.295327449378464

set z21 6.127355017725909

set a 1

READ COORDINATES FROM CRD for BPS (Ll,' L2, etc ... )

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x1 ydir @yl zdir @zl

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card appe~d unit 21
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close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x2 ydir @y2 zdir @z2

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x3 ydir @y3 zdir @z3

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x4 ydir @y4 zdir @z4

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x5 ydir @y5 zdir @z5

increase a by 1
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open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x6 ydir @y6 zdir @z6

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x7 ydir @y7 zdir @z7

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x8 ydir @y8 zdir @z8

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21
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generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x9 ydir @y9 zdir @z9

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x10 ydir @y10 zdir @z10

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x11 ydir @y11 zdir @zll

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card appe~d unit 21
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close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x12 ydir @y12 zdir @z12

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x13 ydir @y13 zdir @z13

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x14 ydir @y14 zdir @z14

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x15 ydir @y15 zdir @z15

increase a by 1
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open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x16 ydir @y16 zdir @z16

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x17 ydir @y17 zdir @z17

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x18 ydir @y18 zdir @z18

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21
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generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select Csegid L@a) END xdir @x19 ydir @y19 zdir @z19

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select Csegid L@a) END xdir @x20 ydir @y20 zdir @z20

increase a by 1

open unit 21 read card name .. /projert/pdb/bps2.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate L@a setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

coor trans select (segid L@a) END xdir @x21 ydir @y21 zdir @z21

READ COORDINATES FROM CRD for AU

open unit 22 read card name .. /project/pdb/au.crd

read sequence coor unit 22

generate CTR setup first none last none

rewind unit 22

read coordinate card append unit 22
I
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close unit 22

! NON-BONDED INTERACTION MODEL

NBONd CUTNb 17.0 CTOFnb 16.0 CTONnb 15.0 

VSWItch SWItch E14Fac 1.0 

CDIElectric -

WMIN 1.0

!fix postion of Au and P

CONS FIX SELE (type AU .or. type P) END

MINIMIZE THE SYSTEM USING A OF CONJUGATED GRADIENT ALGORITHM

minimize conj nsteps 3000 nprint 100

1===============================

! write out coordinates

!===============================

! write crd

OPEN WRITe CARD UNIT 15 NAME .. /project/pdb/np.crd

WRITe COORdinate CARD UNIT 15

CLOSe UNIT 15

write pdb

OPEN UNIT 7 WRITe CARD NAME .. /project/pdb/np.pdb

WRITe COORD PDB UNIT 7

CLOSe UNIT 7

write PSF

OPEN WRITe CARD UNIT 8 NAME .. /project/pdb/np.psf

WRITe PSF CARD UNIT 8

STOP
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CHARMM code for the mutation of YCC and attachment of the BPS

nanoparticle

* PREPARATION OF MUTANT K72A C102S H39AU

LOAD RTF, PARAM

stream .. /project/setup.str

!============================

! Setup the YCC

!==========================

READ SEQUENCE AND COORDINATES OF APOPROT FROM PDB

open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/2BCN.pdb

read sequence pdb unit 21

generate YCC setup

rewind unit 21

read coordinate pdb unit 21

close unit 21

1=============================

! Make K72A and H39AUNP mutation

!============================

! Change name of residue to be mutated.

rename resname ALA select segid YCC .AND. resid 77 end

rename resname CAU select segid YCC .AND. resid 44 end

! Delete side chain atoms.

delete atom select segid YCC .and. resid 77 .and. -
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.not. (type n .or. type ca .or. type c .or. type 0 

.or. type ha .or. type hn) end

delete atom select segid yee .and. resid 44 .and. 

.not. (type n .or. type ca .or. type c .or. type 0 

.or. type ha .or. type hn) end

! Store the mutated protein that lacks the mutated side chains

open write card name temp.pdb unit 14

write coordinates pdb select all end unit 14

*Temporary

*
close unit 14

! Remove all memory from eHARMM of the protein

delete atom select all end

Read in the protein (missing side chain atoms on the residue

to be mutated and with this residue given the new name).

open read card name temp.pdb unit 14

read sequence pdb unit 14

generate yee setup

rewind unit 14

read coordinate pdb unit 14

close unit 14

ic param

ic build

hbuild select hydrogen end
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READ SEQUENCE AND COORD FOR HEME

open unit 22 read card name .. /project/pdb/heme.pdb

read sequence pdb unit 22

generate HEME setup first none last none

rewind unit 22

read coordinate pdb unit 22 append

close unit 22

ic param

ic build

hbuild select hydrogen end

AUTOGENERATE ANGLES DIHEDRALs

!connect heme to prot

patch THIl YCC 19 HEME 1 setup

patch THI2 YCC 22 HEME 1 setup

patch PSUL YCC 85 HEME 1 setup

patch PHEM YCC 23 HEME 1 setup

patch FHEM HEME 1 setup ! fix heme

! Delete the temporary coordinates with this system command

system "rm temp.pdb"

COOR ORIENT

! bring sulfur of mutated CYS at the position of P of ligand #5

!coor trans xdir -10.65 ydir -3.961 zdir -18.701

coor trans xdir -20.65 ydir -13.961 zdir -28.701

READ COORDINATES FROM CRD;for NP-BPS
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open unit 21 read card name .. /project/pdb/np.crd

read sequence coor unit 21

generate NPBPS setup first none last none

rewind unit 21

read coordinate card append unit 21

close unit 21

! remove one ligand

delete atom select (resname BPS .and. resid 5 ) end

shake bonh param

CALCULATE THE ENERGY

energy

!fix postion of Au and P

CONS FIX SELE (type AU .or. (type P .and. resname BPS) 

.or. (type SG .and. resname CAU)) END

set n 0

label loop

cons fix sele none end

coor trans xdir 1 ydir 1 zdir 1 sele (.not. resname BPS 

.and..not. resname CTR) END

CONS FIX SELE (type AU .or. (type P .and. resname BPS) 

.or. (type SG .and. resname CAU)) END

MINIMIZE
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! Save coordinates also in comparsion coordinate set for later use

coor copy camp

! Harmonic constraints on all protein atoms

cons harm force 20.0 sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) end

! First used Steepest Descent (a gentle minimizer)

minimize sd nstep 50 cdie eps 1.0 fshift vshift cutnb 13.0 ctofnb 12.0

! Reduce harmonic constraints and minimize some more

cons harm force 10.0 sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) end

minimize abnr nstep 50

!coor orie rms sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) end

! turn off harmonic constraints

cons harm force 0.0 sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) end

! then small constraints on backbone only

cons harm force 5.0 sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) .and.-

(type e .or. type N .or. type eA .or. type 0) end

minimize abnr nstep 50

cons harm force 0.0 sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) end

minimize abnr nstep 300

increment n by 1

if n It 10 goto loop

coor orie rms sele (segid yee .or. resname BPS) end

!===============================

! write out coordinates

!===============================
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write crd

OPEN WRITe CARD UNIT 15 NAME .. /project/pdb/H39AU.crd

WRITe COORdinate CARD UNIT 15

CLOSe UNIT 15

write pdb

OPEN UNIT 7 WRITe CARD NAME .. /project/pdb/H39AU.pdb

WRITe COORD PDB UNIT 7

CLOSe UNIT 7

write PSF

OPEN WRITe CARD UNIT 8 NAME .. /project/pdb/H39AU.psf

WRITe PSF CARD UNIT 8

close unit 8

STOP
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CHARMM code for MD simulations

PARAM PASSED

set i h39au

set j h39au

SETUP SYSTEM

stream .. /project/setup.str

open read unit 1 card name .. /project/pdb/©i.psf

read psf card unit 1

close unit 1

open unit 1 read card name .. /project/pdb/©i.crd

read coordinate card unit 1 append

close unit 1

prnlev 0

stream .. /project/radius.str

prnlev 5

scalar wmain statistics select .not. type H* end

define check select (.not type H* ) .and. -

( property wmain .eq. 0.0 ) show end

if ?nsel ne 0 stop !some heavy atom have a zero radius

GBSW sw 0.3 cone 0.0 sgamma 0.03 dgp 1.5 GBenergy

! fix position of Au nanoparticle

CONS FIX SELE (type AU .or. (type P :and. resname BPS) .or. 

(type SG .and. resname CAU)) END
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NBOND atom switch cdie vdw vswitch -

ctonnb 16 ctofnb 16 cutnb 20

open unit 12 write form name .. /project/pdb/@j/heatto300.res

open unit 21 write unform name .. /project/pdb/@j/heatto300.dcd

open unit 22 write form name .. /project/pdb/@j/heatto300.mon

shake bonh param

! heat from 48 K to 300 K

dynamics start time 0.002 nstep 10000 -

firstt 48.0 finalt 300.0 teminc 10.0 ihtfrq 350 

ieqfrq 2000 ichecw 1 twindl -5.0 twindh +5.0 iasors 0 

echeck 9999.0 nprint 100 iprfrq 500 -

inbfrq -1 ihbfrq 0 -

iunwrit 12 iuncrd 21 kunit 22 nsavc 1000

reopen restart files

OPEN READ FORMatted UNIT 12 NAME .. /project/pdb/@j/heatto300.res

OPEN WRITe FORMatted UNIT 31 NAME .. /project/pdb/@j/2ns_gbsw.res

OPEN WRITe UNFORMatted UNIT 50 NAME .. /project/pdb/@j/2ns_gbsw.dcd

!dynamics for 2ns, timestep 2fs

DYNA LEAP VERLET RESTart NSTEP 1000000 TIMESTEP 0.002 

IPRFRQ 1000 IHTFRQ 0 IEQFRQ 0 NTRFRQ 0 -

IUNREA 12 IUNWRI 31 IUNCRD 50 IUNVEL ,1 KUNIT 70 

NPRINT 100 NSAVC 1000 NSAVV 0 IHBFRQ 0 INBFRQ 5 -

PCONst PINTernal COMPress 4.63e-5;PCOUpling 5.0 PREFerence 1.0 -
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TCONst TCOUpling 5.0 TREFerence 300.0 

FIRSTT 300.0 FINALT 300.0 -

ISVFRQ 10000 IASORS 0 IASVEL 1 ISCVEL 0 ICHECW 0 TWINDH 0.0 TWINDL 0.0

write crd

OPEN WRITe CARD UNIT 15 NAME .. /project/pdb/@j/2ns_gbsw.crd

WRITe COORdinate CARD UNIT 15

CLOSe UNIT 15

write pdb

OPEN UNIT 7 WRITe CARD NAME .. /project/pdb/@j/2ns_gbsw.pdb

WRITe COORD PDB UNIT 7

close unit 17

write PSF

OPEN WRITe CARD UNIT 8 NAME .. /project/pdb/@j/2ns_gbsw.psf

WRITe PSF CARD UNIT 8

close unit 8

stop
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